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LUPD to Release Sexual Assault Survey in Wake of Recent Incidents
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"A Blueprint for Success :

JESSICA MAYO & MEGAN WADE

Contributor & Cojry Editor

The Halfwav Point

The play directed by Professor of Theatre Gene Muto was
beautifully staged. The space of the stage came off as small
at first and made the audience wonder how the actors were
góing to act on it. Once the play began, it became clear that a
small, intimate, stage was necessary for the play. Its intimate
size allowed the audience to be closer to the story's action and
its characters.
Leslie Cook-Day, the costume designer, did a marvelous job
on the dresses and the men's outfits. Not only was I in a trance
the whole time, but the entire audience was also on edge for
what was going to happen next. The amazing part was how
the play took the audience on a ride where they thought one
thing was going to happen, but then took a whole new turn.
It was a wonderful, refreshing surprise. The play itself is not
an average love story of boy meets girl, boy and girl fall in
W e , get married and live happily ever after. Ifs a realistic
love story with a pinch of exaggeration. Personally, the most
creative scene was thefightbetween the two male characters in
the second act. How choreographer Trent Williams went about
it made it an interesting performance.,
One of the best scenes was when Leonardo (Kyle Butler) and
The Bride (Adrienne Johnson) have run away from her wedding
and aré in the middle of nowhere. They confess their love to
one another and share a passionate kiss that every girl dreams
about'and sees in the movies. Another excellently executed
scene was when Leonardo and The Groom (Daniel Ellis) fight
over the love of *The Bride. How they fought was captivating
because it was almost like a dance. 1 was completely absorbed
by the action because it wasn't easy to guess who was going to
* come out as the victor and who would fall.
| When The Bride and her maid (Hope Maddox) talked ás The
' Bride was preparing for the wedding, it showed,how simple
the scene was. It was just two girls talking about what should
be the greatest day of The" Bride's life and one woman offering
encouraging words of wisdom to another. I liked this scene
because it was acted in a way that many girls could relate to.
We all talk to our friends about our troubles and expect advice
back Seeing this as a simplistic scene instead of an over-top,
dramatic one just brought reassurance that this play was
brilliantly written and performed.
Throughout the play, the love in the story is not only seen, but
abo felt in the heart of the audience. It was as if it was trying
to calm their racing hearts by making the love feel real and stir
something inside the audience. The Communication Studies
| and Theatre Department put on a show that went beyond an
average College play. If this play was to be rated, it should be
given a five out of five I recommend it as a ifróst-see show.
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Prescription drug misuse and abuse
is becoming more prominent in American towns each day, and Farmville is
no exception. Last Saturday, Sept. 29,
the Longwood University Police Department (LUFD) and Farmville Police Department hosted the National
Take Back Initiative to help reduce
unauthorized prescription drug use.
The Take Back Initiative is an event
which takes place twice a year where
people can bring prescription drugs
that they do not need to use anymore
and turn them in to the police forces
in order to prevent them from being
used or distributed illegally.
Citizens can anonymously drop off
any legal prescription or even overthe-counter medication and both police departments safely dispose of the
drugs. This weekend, the Farmville
location collected about 44. pounds of
medication.
Sometimes when a person is prescribed a medication, they find out
that they are allergic to i t Due to federal laws, prescription drugs may not
be returned to the pharmacy.
In September 2010, Congress passed
the National Drug Disposal Act. This
prevents a person from disposing of
prescription drugs, and some overthe-counter drugs, through dumps
or landfills, burying them and even
flushing them down the toilet.

This law was passed due to the concern that the chemicals from these
drugs would end up in the water supply. It sparked the National Take Back
Initiative so people would have a safe
and legal way of disposing of their
unwanted legal drugs.
After the event, die drugs are sent
to Richmond and placed in an incinerator that is so hot, not even fumes
are released. The drugs are literally
destroyed.
Officer James Thorpe of the LUPD
was one of the officers on duty for this
year's event. This is the fifth time he
has been involved with the program.
Thorpe said the first time the LUPD
held the event, it took place on campus and the force collected about
eight pounds of drugs.
However, the next time they held
the event, the Farmville Police Department wanted to get involved. In
addition, the amount of drugs being
turned in has increased each time.
"Last April, even though it rained half
the day, we collected 88.8 pounds,"
Thorpe said. "Nationwide, 276 tons of
unused prescription drugs were collected at that time."
Thorpe said the initiative is vital to
Farmville because it is making an effort to keep illegal prescription drug
use and distribution out of the community.
The fact is that the misuse of prescription drugs is more prevalent than
heroin misuse, cocaine misuse and

Photo Bylongwood University Police Department Facebook Page

Longwood PD hat bean active in their prescription drug tato back Initiative.
methamphetamine misuse combined.
Of course, misuse is not dted as
the only problem associated with
prescription drugs. There are several
crimes related to prescription drugs
in the area.
"We've had people break into houses knowing what was in there," said
Thorpe, "and the reason they broke in
was to grab the drugs so they could
resell them."
Lieutenant Andy Ellington of the
Farmville Police Department commented about the severity of the situation in Farmville: "If you go to the
right areas and the right people, you
can go out here, and in less than 30

minutes acquire prescription drugs
on the street."
In America, approximately seven
million people, ages 12 and up, abuse
prescription drugs every month. In
fact, in 2010, retail sales for prescription drugs reached over $300 billion.
Ellington is also a strong advocate
for the program. "If s a great program
to get drugs off the street," said Ellington.
Ellington added, "With prescription
drugs, so many are being prescribed
and then they're left [lying] around.
They can easily get into the wrong
hands."

Students to take Active Role in Election with DebateWatch 2012
E ) DOWLING

Asst. News Editor
Tonight, the presidential
election will take a new turn
with the beginning of the debate season.
Over the course of the next
several weeks, there will be
three presidential debates
and one vice presidential debate.
The participants in this
week's debate will be Democrat President Barack Obama
and Republican presidential
candidate Mitt Romney.
Tonight will be the first debate, with half of the focus on
domestic policy and the other
half focusing on health care
and the role of government
and governing.
Pete Martin, the president
of the Political Science Club,
has planned a campus-wide
event called DebateWatch

2012. DebateWatch 2012 will
take place tonight, Wednesday, Oct. 3, at 8:30 p.m. in Wygal Auditorium.
Martin is hoping that about
100 students, staff and faculty
will show up to DebateWatch
2012. He is also hoping on
polling attendees on certain
questions before, during and
after the actual debate.
When asked what he is expecting out of the debate,
Martin said that "both will
do better than what they're
suggesting," but either way
he thinks it will be a big letdown.
There are many critics and
analysts who have made major predictions about what
the debate outcome will be.
Martin believes that "the
losses will not be as big as
people think they will be,"
and that this first debate will
make or break the election for

Romney.
"How Romney approaches
the similarities between his
own legislation in Massachusetts and Obama's landmark
reforms could make or break
the public's image of his ability to reform healthcare," Martin said when asked about the
healthcare portion of the debater
Christopher Cooper senior history major, was quite
critical of what he is actually
expecting of the debate. "I expect Obama to try and justify
the last four years of his presidency and ignore the future
while Romney tries to articulate his nonexistent policies,"
he said.
These types of negative
views from the public for
both candidates are becoming increasingly clearer as
we get closer to the election.
Each candidate is making a

very specific effort to try to
play die expectation game.
According to huffintonpost.
com, President Obama has
the political momentum.
On the other hand, in Romney's case, he could change
the course of the race if he
performs effectively in the
debate.
Usually when it comes to
debates, the incumbent and
his/her staff and aides try to
either lower their own expectations or raise the expectations of the challenger. That
way their candidate, which
is Obama in this case, only
needs to perform better then
the expectations they actually
set
It has been clear that
Obama's aides have been
raising the expectations for
Romney. This is a common
debate tactic in American politics. The steps they took were

to claim that he won the Republican nomination because
of his strong debate tactics.
The expectations that
Obama is facing are high,
mostly because the sitting
president's expectations are
usually higher when it comes
to running for re-election.
In the opinions of many, a
few things that Obama will
have to watch include his
wordy responses. In 2008,
Obama's debate tactics were
described as uneven, but
many believe he made up for
this later in the campaign.
Tonight's presidential debate could very well set the
course for the election this
year.
Those interested in viewing
the debate can either view it
with fellow students in Wygal or from their respective
living spaces.

Politics Club Corner: Why not Pay for Pleasure?
KRAMER ANDERSON

Columnist

Why should prostitution be illegal? The practice
has been a viable career across every culture irrespective of religion, ethnicity or geography. The
dudes in Greece did it, the women in Rome loved
it and Silvio Berlusconi was elected Italian Prime
Minister because of it. And yet while prostitution
remains horribly immoral to some, pornography
remains a culturally acceptable medium of pleasure and leisure.
The most vocal opponents of prostitution are
feminists who argue that it degrades women. Not
only do they forget that one-third of all prostitutes are men, and therefore it is not necessarily
the «immunization of the female image that is
driving prostitution, but that degradation is a loss
of self-respect.
However, degradation in prostitution is merely
an action that is not within the common beliefs
of society, and it bears asking why opponents feel
unhappy about its existence when it is unlikely
that their position in society is affected.
Besides, it is only prostitutes in society who are
held to the charge of degradation. Degradation is
widespread throughout society; blue-collar workers are stereotyped and looked down upon, it is
"wrong" to be on welfare, beggars are disrespectful and single mothers are meretricious.
We see many acts in society that are degrading,
but we allow it because we consider them acts of
survival that must be done. Why should we take
exception to prostitution?
A commonly held belief is that women who are
prostitutes lade integrity and are at the bottom of
society. But this is a preconceived notion of which
we hold with no evidence that is based off of our
personal ideas of what integrity is, and should be,
in our eyes. This argument is really about how we
see women in our culture and how they should
behave.
It Dei
it
bears asking then; are these opponents really

concerned with die integrity of the prostitutes, of Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STD) would
or more concerned with their own level of moral increase, but this is not the case. In nations with
legalized and regulated prostitution, STD rates
comfort in society?
Is being paid for sex more degrading than re- are significantly lower than nations with illegal
ceiving welfare in American culture? Or for beg- prostitution because for a business to operate
with regulated prostitution there must be regular
ging? Or for doing a job you hate every day?
The biggest argument against prostitution is that testing for STDs to ensure the safety of the conit is immoral. As previously stated, opponents say • sumers.
In fact Glenn Betteridge, Senior Policy Analyst
that prostitution degrades women but forgets that
one-third of all prostitutes are men. This argu- for the Canadian HIV/AIDS Legal Network isment, then, is not really built on degradation, but sued a statement that the continued illegal status
of prostitution only pushes the prostitutes into
rather on the role of women in our culture.
Either way, neither of these arguments stands up more violent situations with greater exposure to
to scrutiny. But what is degradation? Is being paid HIV/AIDS.
Now let us contrast this with Nevada, where
for sex more degrading than being unemployed?
every
year the prostitution business contributes
Is getting paid for something you like more dealmost
$10 billion to the state economy with little
grading than going to an office job you hate?
ramifications
to the prostitutes themselves.
Degradation is a part of society; it is something
With
recent
data showing that there are apthat we all experience. In America, welfare, begging and unemployment are all considered de- proximately one million prostitutes in the United
grading. People treat blue collar laborers in a de- States, economists estimate that legalizing prostigrading way. Degradation is subjective to one's tution could generate $20 billion in revenue, more
experience, so is prostitution really even degrad- than $20,000 in federal income taxes per licensed
prostitute each year.
ing?
Furthermore, Nevada has never had a legal prosFurthermore, let us assume that we can objectively define degradation; if we can, it seems that titute test positive for AIDS because of its legality
since degradation is everywhere, we have all de- and regulation. When compared to Newark, N.J.,
cided that going through that is worth it because where roughly 60 percent of all sex workers tested
positive for AIDS, this is quite a feat.
it gets us to where we want to be.
Based upon the evidence, it seems that legalizProstitution is illegal. The question that remains
is how effective are the laws that are designed to ing and regulating prostitution is the best course
prevent it? San Francisco spends $8 million each of action to take on the matter. Opponents' arguyear enforcing prostitution laws, yet 80 percent of ments merely do not stand up to die test of reality
all prostitutes will continue to work after being and scrutiny.
arrested.
There is also a disproportionate abuse of the The Politics Club wishes to make a retraction. The precivil liberties of prostitutes and a higher degree vious two articles were mistakenly attributed to Kramof illegitimate arrests made. And in Rhode Island, er Anderson, when in actuality they were written by
where prostitution was legal indoors, the state is Peter Martin. Please excuse our error.
now spending more money enforcing these laws
This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
while the rates of prostitution remain relatively
dot, not represent the views of The Rotunda or Longivood
unchanged.
University.
Some opponents further argue that the spread

Car Strikes Longwood University Student at High Street Army vs. ^
Marines: Say
installing
"smart of Virginia section 46.2924
dictates
that
"The
crosswalks"
near
the
News Editor
university
campus. driver of any vehicle on
What?
a highway shall yield
These
crosswalks
A vehicle struck a

BECCA LUNDBERG

21-year-old
female
Longwood University
student while she
was crossing High
Street at Randolph
Street on Wednesday,
Sept. 26. According
to a Farmville Police
Department-issued
news
release,
the
student was taken
to Centra Southside
Community Hospital
with no life-threatening
damages.
Bob Beach, chief of
police of the Longwood
University
Police
Department (LUPD),
said the 69-year-old
woman who hit the
student did not see
her in the crosswalk
because
a
truck
obstructed her view.
The Farmville Police
Department
charged
the driver; Josephine P.
New comb, with failing
to stop for a pedestrian.
Due to the incident,
Beach said the LUPD is
currently working with
their public relations
and
social
media
management
intern
to create television
and radio spots to
raise awareness about
pedestrian safety.
In addition to the
awareness radio and
TV
commercials,
Beach is also in
preliminary talks with
Interim
President
Marge Connelly about

typically light up to
draw the attention of
drivers once students
approach or walk on
the crosswalk.
Beach said he hopes
that a proposal for
the smart crosswalks
can be drafted within
the next few weeks
after
the
initial
discussions. However,
the crosswalks would
be a very expensive
investment.
In addition, the
university would also
have to come to an
agreement with the
town of Farmville
about the crosswalks
since the town owns
the roads. Ultimately,
Beach believes the
crosswalks would be
worth the cost.
He said if the
university does install
smart crosswalks, there
would be one or two
at the upcoming North
Campus Apartments
at Lancer Park and one
or two at High Street
and Griffin Boulevard.
If the crosswalks are
approved, Beach said
they will most likely be
installed within a year.
In the meantime,
Beach said a major
issue to pay attention
to is the "lack of
understanding of the
law, both by the driver
and the pedestrian."
In summary, the Code

the right-of-way to any
pedestrian
crossing
such highway ... at
any clearly marked
crosswalk, whether at
mid-block or at the end
of any block" and "No
pedestrian shall enter
or cross an intersection
in
disregard
of
approaching traffic."
Beach said students
should be respectful of
vehicles while crossing
the street. "Understand
that roads are made
for automobiles and
automobile traffic," he
said.
In addition. Beach
said electronics such as
cell phones and iPods
with headphones are
an issue when it comes
to pedestrian safety.
"Take one of the ear
buds out so you can
hear; you can hear a car
motor, you can hear a
horn blowing, you can
hear," he said.
While the student
hit was reported to be
in the crosswalk at the
time she was hit, Beach
said it is still important
for students to pay
close attention while
walking on a crosswalk.
"I will tell you that a
pedestrian will lose
the battle every time
against a car," he said.
Beach said drivers
need to realize the
potential for vehicles
to cause a great deal of

E j DOWUNG

Asst. News Editor

T h i s week, we shall
return to the infamous "Iron
Man Competition." I know
Dr. Harbour, my political science professor, is just dying
to hear about my interviews
with our lovely competitors.
Fear not my friends, not
everything will be reveled
this week. If s kind of like
a waiting game, like what
NEWS
"Criminal Minds" did for
COLUMN
me with their creepily-weird
cliffhanger at the end of last
week's premiere.
For three days this week, I sat in my 9 a.m.
class and got a great deal of questions about the
status of the "Iron Man Competition." If you
have been keeping up with my columns, then
you know there are many questions that need
to be answered about this competition. After finally making plans to interview those involved,
I have some answers, so read on.
First off, to announce the offidal competitors. Now, I use the word offidal very loosely
because it is an unofficial, just for fun competition, and anyone is welcome to join. In fact one
of the competitors, senior Donald Knight, actually said, "I challenge anybody at Longwood
University."
The other competitor is Dustin Meadows, another senior. Both are political saence majors,
and Knight is pursuing a triple major in sodology and criminal justice as well.
This competition is becoming a face-off
between two of the military branches. Meadows served in the United States Marine Corps,
while Knight is the cadet commander of the
Photos By: Contributor Shannon Lindemann Army ROTC program for Hampden-Sydney
When walking through crosswalks, students should remember to be extra cautious.
College and Longwood University.
While this is a competition, there is a definite
he
said.
"Multiply
your
harm. "They have to attention, so the driver
amount
of respect between both Knight and
attention
when
you're
understand that there of that automobile
Meadows.
Knight stated that he is considering
driving."
are students who are must pay attention 100
making
Meadows
his first salute when he is
not going to be paying percent [of the time],"
commissioned as a 2nd Lieutenant in May or
June of next year.
I asked both Meadows and Knight what their
"Iron Man Competition" would be. They
V
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J HFMD is typically spread through
both want something that wttl challenge them
sores
in
his
nose,
throat
and
mouth
Wellness Center has seen several
BECCA LUNDBERG
physically as well as mentally. Meadows said
students who have symptoms that dose physical contact, through the and on his scalp, face, palms of his
News Editor
this about the physical competition: "I think
air
by
coughing
and
sneezing
and
hands,
bottoms
of
his
feet,
thighs
indicate they may have HFMD, but
we should run it in December, have one of the
touching objects with the virus.
and essentially all over his body.
What may be a new strain of there have yet to be any documented
The student is in his last few days cross country people map out a five or seven
Potts added that sharing drinks
coxsackie virus, commonly known cases at Longwood.
kilometer course around campus. And have all
Potts said the Health and Wellness is another way college students can of the disease and now only has the competitors wear Santa suits with ruckas hand, foot and mouth disease
(HFMD), has infected Hampden- Center is currently taking swabs contract the disease. "It is relatively marks on his hands and dry skin that sacks attached so we can have some toys ... so
Sydney College (HSC) for the past from students to send to the Centers easy to contain if people practice the doctor told him would go away we can throw out toys while we are running
two weeks. HFMD is a contagious for Disease Control and Prevention appropriate care in what they're within a few days.
While the student is almost fully the race."
virus that is often accompanied by (CDC) for evaluation. It takes about sharing," she said.
Meadows joked that he also wants to talk
While there is no cure, the recovered, HFMD has caused several
painful sores. HSC's Student Health two weeks to receive results.
to
The Big South Conference for some type of
Potts said that while many students symptoms of the disease can be repercussions. He was unable to
Center webpage reports that less
endorsement.
I loved interviewing these guys
than a dozen cases of the disease most likely had a strain of HFMD treated. Potts added, "If students are complete his schoolwork during the because they seriously crack me up — good
as a child, "If there's a new strain, feeling ill they can come to see us most severe days-of the virus and
have been documented.
had to push bade the dates of exams thing I'm not an egg.
There are concerns that the people don't have immunity and [at the Health and Wellness Center]
There was some talk about actually trying to
and papers. "It really impacted my
outbreak of HFMD among HSC thai? s why you see people getting and we can see what's going on and
get
the competition sponsored so they would
academic performance," he said.
make recommendations."
students is a new strain because it the infection."
be
able
to raise some money for local charities.
The student was told that poor
Overall, Potts said there is not great
According to the CDC's webpage,
primarily infects young children
It
always
makes me happy to find out that there
instead of adults. Margo Potts, those afflicted with HFMD often concern about the disease because it hygiene is a factor in why many are so many people who want to form some
people contract HFMD. He said
director of Longwood University's experience a fever; sore throat and is typically not life-threatening.
this was frustrating to him because sort of philanthropy to help others.
However,
an
HSC
student
who
Student Health Center, said the local rashes or sores on or near the mouth,
Before winter break, the entire campus should
wished to remain anonymous has he personally has good hygiene. "I
health department requested that hands and feet.
brace
themselves for this competition. It is
Potts said the third to fifth day of suffered from HFMD for about a mean, this is avoidable," he said.
Longwood do surveillance for the
definitely
going to be pretty serious. Meaddisease to see if students have it and the disease is often the worse. The week. "You can get a tamer version, "We can just wash our hands, be
ows
even
said,
"I'm not gonna go out there
virus typically lasts seven to ten but I actually got the 'deluxe' clean and if s not a problem."
if it is a new strain.
and
embarrass
myself.
More so than anything
edition," he said. The student had
The university's Health and days.
monetary [referring to the aforementioned
philanthropy] my pride is what I value the
most. I can't lose; I'll die before I lose to Donald
Knight."
This is some pretty heated stuff people. You
should
all be on the edge of your seats now.
There will be a loss of more from outside donations and as well as the SGA can meet
created, was implemented
E ) DOWUNG
The
bets
are on.
under Former President than 200 rooms when the from what Sullivan calls somewhere on either the first
Asst. News. Editor
A
word
to Donald Knight: Meadows has, in
or
second
floors.
Cunninghams are torn down "auxiliary money that is kind
Patricia P. Cormier.
lack
of
better
words, thrown down the "If DonThe third floor will hold all
Under Former President in the 2014. The allocation for of in a Longwood savings
Last week, Longwood
ald
Knight
beats
me in this 7KM, I will shave
of
the
meeting
rooms.
There
University announced that Patrick Finnegan, there was all the students who would account."
Theta
Chi's
letters
in the back of my head"
will
also
be
a
miniature
The first floor of the new
Longwood alumna Elsie also a great deal of advocacy essentially be displaced
card.
coffee
shop
on
the
second
Stossel Upchurch made for the Campus Master Plan, when the Cunninghams are Student Center will be
In the same manner, Knight responded by
a $4 million donation to and now, under Interim torn down will come from the new Lancer Caf£, the or third floor, as well as
saying,
"If he wins I will shave his initials in
multiple
lounges
throughout
the institution, the largest President Marge Connelly, the new North Campus commuter lounge and what
my
chest
hair, and I challenge him to do the
the
space.
capital gift in the history of there is the same type of apartments that are currently Sullivan called a multisame."
Hope
you are reading Meadows, beThe
current
Lankford
purpose
performance
space
under construction at Lancer
support.
the university.
cause
I
think
you
were just one-upped.
Student
Union
will
be
where
you
can
perform
Susan Sullivan, director Park.
Upchurch's donation will
Last
week
it
was
said that Benjamin Clark
renovated
in
summer
2014
karaoke,
poetry
slams
and
The expected completion
be allocated toward the new of the Student Union A
was
back
in
the
race.
This week, however, he
These
renovations
will
other
types
of
entertainment.
Student Center, of which the Activities, said the location of the new Student Center
has
informed
me
that
he will be dropping out
allow
it
to
become
a
Student
The
second
floor
of
the
center
Longwood University Board for the new Student Center is, according to Sullivan,
once
again
for
personal
reasons. With all the
Success
Center.
Offices
such
will
feature
the
main
offices
of Visitors approved the will be located on the current up in the air at this point.
respect
of
both
of
the
competitors,
Clark will
as
the
Office
of
First
Year
and
the
student
organization
name Norman H. and Elsie site of the North and South It all depends on how fast
definitely
be
missed.
Experience
and
the
Academic
space.
The
Rotunda,
Lancer
Residence the ground is prepared after
Stossel Upchurch University Cunningham
When Qark dropped out of the race, both
the Cunninghams are torn Productions and the Student & Career Advising Center
Halls.
Center on Sept. 15.
Meadows and Knight were disappointed.
could
be
housed
in
die
newly
Government
Assoaation
down.
Currently,
a
rough
According to Sullivan,
The new Student Center is
Knight even said that he will "allow" Clark to
(SGA) will have offices on renovated building.
part of the university's 2020 the Cunninghams will be estimate is around 2017,
come back to the race. So maybe it will be three
this
floor
and
a
shared
dub/
Sullivan
said
the
new
though
Sullivan
would
like
Campus Master Plan. This demolished in summer
organization resource space. Student Center will be a rather than just two running the race in Decemplan, which Vice President 2014. When asked how she to see the Student Center
addition ber in Santa suits. I don't know about you, but
When the design phase much-needed
for Facilities Management felt about the Cunninghams open in fall 2016.
I am kind of exdted to see these two or three in
The estimated cost of the gets doser, students will to Longwood University.
Richard Bratcher, Campus being torn down, she said
She believes it is a long Santa suits. It will be quite the event.
Master Plan Coordinator she approves of it simply whole project is about $30 be brought in to help better
time coming and a needed
Jerry Jerome, Campus Master because it would have cost million. $15 million of the design the space for their
improvement
for
the
needs.
There
will
also
be
more
money
to
actually
total
will
come
from
student
Plan Assistant Coordinator
*** This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
campus.
an
SGA
Senate
Chamber
renovate
the
Cunninghams
fees
over
time,
and
the
does not represent the views of The Rotunda or Longioood
Kelly Martin and Moseley
other $15 million will come where other organizations
University.
Architects of Virginia Beach themselves.

New strain of Hand, Foot and Mouth Disease may be Infecting Farmville

Major Plans Ahead for the New Student Center

Student Growth has Significant Impact on Housing and Development
BECCA LUNDBERG & RACHEL FAUGHNAN

News Editor & Asst. Rotunda Show Coordinator
The size of the Longwood University freshman
class has increased significantly in recent years,
causing changes in university housing and
development.
According to university press releases, in August
2008, 1,065 freshmen and 165 transfer students
enrolled at the university, the largest class at the
time. The number of incoming freshmen increased
to 1,090 in 2011, an eight percent increase from
the previous year and the largest freshman class
of all time. This year, 215 transfer students, the
largest amount in two decades, enrolled, as well
as about 1,044 freshmen.
Due to the gradual increase of the freshman
class, the amount of available housing must grow
in order to accommodate the influx of students.
In order to maintain student population
growth, the Office of Residential and Commuter
Life (RCL) must build more spaces for students
to live. As the university strives to increase the

student population, housing has a major impact the 2012-13 academic year.
In addition to the Lancer Park spaces,
on what measures will be taken.
However, when the university does not have Walk2Campus Properties is creating 100 new
enough housing to place students two to a room, beds where the old Newman Tires was previously
transitional housing is an option for students. located at 315 W. 3rd St. Both projects are expected
Jean Wilwohl, associate director of Occupancy to be complete by fall 2013.
Two additional wings to supplement ARC
Management, said transitional housing is a
Residence Hall are in the 2020 campus master
temporary set-up for students.
RCL places a loft set of furniture in the room plan as well. Wilwohl said there is currently no
and installs an additional Ethernet port to set date for the construction of these wings.
As for when many housing decisions are made,
accommodate the third student in a transitional
room. RCL then works to move the third student Wilwohl added, "There is a housing committee
that meets throughout the year in order to be
from the room as soon as possible.
According to Wilwohl, the students who are prepared for the sign-ups for housing later in the
placed into transitional housing also receive year."
According to Sallie McMullin, dean of
a rebate credit as compensation for living in a
Admissions, "Longwood is on a growth plan; we
crowded room.
To meet the increased housing needs of have always been given a choice to always try to
students, RCL is creating 454 new apartment get a larger freshman and transfer class than the
spaces in North Campus at Lancer Park. This new previous year."
McMullin added that Admissions and RCL are
addition is meant to replace the spaces lost in the
demolition of the North and South Cunningham in constant contact with each other to track the
Residence Halls, which will be offline following amount of students admitted each year.

McMullin said there is a gradual plan to
obtain an average of 6,000 students by 2020.
"Admissions will have to work harder in order
to get more students interested in Longwood
University," she said.
McMullin said one way for the university to
increase the student population is not only to
accept more students but to encourage more
students to apply to and attend the university as
well.
McMullin said there are opportunities
for development in several areas, which, if
accomplished, could help prospective students
gain more interest in the university. She said
business, computer science and math are three
majors that have room for gipwth.
The approval of the integrated environmental
science major and the creation of the liberal
studies five-year plan are in the works as well.
McMullin believes all of these elements will help
promote and create a more developed Longwood
University.

Recent College Graduate Employment Rates Appear Ominous
ZACHARY RIENERTH

Contributor

Recent reports show the job market
for recent college graduates has
become increasingly less plentiful.
According to The Associated Press
(AP) analysis of data from 2011,
around 1.5 million, or 53.6 percent,
of Bachelor's degree holders under
the age of 25 last year were jobless or
underemployed. This is the highest
rate in 11 years.
Broken down further, this actually
means that about 25 percent are
completely unemployed and 25
percent are underemployed.
Also, according to the AP analysis,
more recent college graduates are
employed in professions such as
waiters,
waitresses,
bartenders
and
food-service
helpers
than
engineers, physicists, chemists and
mathematicians combined (100,000
versus 90,000).

In 2011, there were more college
graduates working in office-related
jobs, such as receptionists or payroll
clerks, than in all computer professional
jobs (163,000 versus 100,000). More
were employed as cashiers, retail
clerks and customer representatives
than engineers (125,000 versus 80,000).
These numbers do not lie. Combining
these numbers with the fact that over
the last 30 years tuition rate increases
have more than doubled the pace of
inflation, there is a notable issue even
if there is an economic recovery in the
future.
According to government projections
released in May, only three of the 30
occupations in the largest job sector
increases by 2020 will require a
Bachelor's degree or higher to fill the
position. It is a general public belief
that government projections have
never been or will be correct, but most
cannot ignore the problem.
Statistics show one factor students

control is what they major in. The rate
of technological change in today's
world constantly changes what
professions are needed.
Creative destruction, or the
destruction of some jobs to be replaced
by other more technologically efficient
jobs, is always projected to happen.
Taking this into account along with
the prospects of current field openings
is expected to greatly increase recent
graduates' chances for employment.
While all knowledge is valuable,
some might be more valuable to the
job market than others, the Wall Street
Journal reported. Attending job and
career fairs may also help determine
what majors are more valuable to
prospective employers.
According to the creators of
mappingyourfuture.com, there are
a few things students can do to help
be part of the successful side of these
statistics.
The first task students can complete is

the competitiveness and prospects
of their respective field so they know
how much they should aim to achieve
to be a competitive candidate.
After students have researched their
desired careers, they can figure out
internships are fit for their career
"Creative destruction, what
field and pursue those positions.
connections and networking
or the destruction Making
with successful individuals in those
of some jobs to be fields is projected to put students ahead
in the job search. As for the job market,
replaced by other experts say it will remain competitive
for the foreseeable future.
more technologically Students can visit the Longwood
Academic & Career
efficient jobs, is always University
Advising Center for resources to plan
their future career and obtain
projected to happen." for
information about upcoming careerfocused events. The next event is the
Job
and Internship Fair, which will
Another tip mappingyourfuture.com
take
place today, Wednesday, Oct. 3,
provided is for students to research the
from
12-4 p.m. in Blackwell Hall.
job market for positions in their desired
career field as if they have already
graduated. This can help students see

to make a full four-year plan as quickly
as possible. The sooner a student
figures out and pursues a future career
goal, the better the statistical chances
are of achieving it.

SGA Continues to Appoint New Senators and Representatives
BECCA LUNDBERG

News Editor

Tuesday, Oct. 2 the Student
Government
Association
(SGA) meeting began with
the swearing in of two SGA
representatives.
President Donald Knight
swore in Kristyn Hunter as
representative for the Office
of Diversity and Inclusion and
Logan Miller as representative
for
the
Residential
and
Commuter
Life
Advisory
Board.
After
the
two
new
representatives took their places
among the Senate, Knight
and the SGA Executive Board
awarded Webmaster Kasey

Haddock with September's the process next semester.
Gina DeMarco was
Presidential Excellence Award
appointed
as SGA
for her work in the SGA. This then
was the first time the award has parliamentarian.
To begin open forum, one
been given.
Vice President Brian Reid then senator asked if speakers could
informed the SGA that freshman accompany the televisions in
elections for president, vice Dorrill Dining Hall so students
president, secretary, treasurer could hear the music videos
and representative are ongoing. and programs better. Reid will
Last week, some senators direct this request to Student
expressed concerns that the SGA Services.
Arepresentativethen brought
did not have as active a role in
approving organizations during forward the issue of students
the club and organization not having places available for
24-hour studying and asked
registration process.
Reid said he spoke with that the issue be addressed.
Another senator said some
Jonnelle
Davis,
assistant
director of the Student Union students have been accidentally
and Involvement, and the SGA overcharged in the Lankford
will have a more active role in Student Union Café for certain

items. DeMarco said if this
happens to anyone, they should
contact Longwood
Dining
Services and they will receive a
coupon.
A senator then said students
would like to see amendments
to the university's current
attendance policy to make it less
strict, and Reid said Academic
Affairs will make it a priority to
address the issue this semester.
An issue that was discussed
in great detail was the parking
situation for visitors at the
Longwood Landings.
Some senators said they or
their acquaintances had been
towed either at theretailparking
spaces or behind the building.
The biggest concern was that

many senators believed the
signs were not visible enough
to students.
Senators also raised concerns
about the lighting in the Putney
Street Parking Lot. A senator
said some students do not think
it is well-lit enough for student
safety late at night and early in
the morning.
The Student Finance
Committee
(SFC)
then
made
several
allocations.
SFC approved $3,000 to the
Camerata Singers, $707.44 to
the Association for Computing
Machinery, $2,194.53 to Peer
Health Educators and $784.73
to Phi Beta Lambda.
Last Tuesday, the SGA
decided to delay the allocation

of $10,000 from the EPAA
account to the SGA, the Student
Union Advisory Board and
Lancer Productions for Campus
MovieFest.
The Senate decided to wait
to see if any of the three
organizations could contribute
more money to avoid taking
such a significant portion from
the EPAA account.
This week, the SGA clarified
that none of the three
organizations would be able
to contribute more funds
toward Campus MovieFest but
agreed that the amount was
reasonable due to the success
of the event last year. $10,000
was then approved for the three
organizations.

Police Create Student Survey Following Recent Sexual Assaults on Campus
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

The second alleged sexual assault victim
reported that four white males sexually accosted
her at approximately 1:45 a.m. on Sept. 22. The
victim claimed she was able to escape from the
men, whom she said appeared to be college-aged
individuals.
According to Beach, the LUPD went to the
student following the reported assault and
convinced her to give the Farmville Police
Department as much information as possible in
order to keep an eye out for her alleged assaulters.
There is no ongoing investigation as per the
student's request, but Beach said the local police
department having this information will benefit
them if the assaulters are seen again.
Beach said the number of assaults reported in
2012 so far, which were the two incidents reported
in September, is typical for the university.
According to Longwood's 2011 Annual Safety and
Security Report, there were two reported forcible
offenses in 2010 and 2011 and three in 2009.
These incidents occurring at the beginning of
the semester are common as well, Beach added,
particularly because first semester freshmen are
faced with new circumstances and dangers when
they first come to the university.
Beach hopes the sexual harassment survey will
give the LUPD an idea of students' perspective
on sexual assault. "I want to know how students
feel about sexual assault and their safety in and
around campus," he said.
Caroline Nye, LUPD public relations and social
media management intern, is putting the survey

together for the LUPD. The survey will consist
of re-shaped survey questions the LUPD asked
students previously.
Nye also added points of clarification to see
if students feel sexual assaults occur on or off
campus. There are also questions influenced by
feedback from both victims and others affected by
sexual assault.
In addition. Beach said the survey will ask
students who they would feel comfortable
discussing a sexual assault with and provide
several options for them to choose from.
Beach said the LUPD may also decide to send
the survey to faculty and staff as well, in which
case they will alter the survey slightly.
Overall, Beach said, "I'm trying to build a
relationship with this campus university that first
of all gets them involved in an issue of sexual
assault." He hopes the survey will encourage
students to step up when they witness what they
think could be a sexual assault.
Beach insisted that the LUPD is "not here to
get people in trouble." He added, "We're here to
bring resources to the issue, solve problems and
keep people safe."
Beach said the LUPD can help if students report
sexual assaults directly to the department. "We
make sure they understand there's no pressure for
them, but we do' want to get as much information
as we can so we can prevent something like that
from happening again," he said.
Sexual assaults can be reported to Chassey if the
parties involved are associated with the university
in addition to being reported to the LUPD.
As Title IX coordinator, Chassey is required to

conduct at least a minimal investigation of sexual sexually assaulted, Trent said they can come to
misconduct complaints in compliance with recent the Counseling Center and talk through it with a
guidelines passed by the Federal Office for Civil counselor.
Trent said sexual assault is primarily forced
Rights regarding sexual misconduct.
Chassey said once students file a sexual sexual intercourse but also includes other forced
misconduct
complaint,
trained
criminal sexual actions and inappropriate touching.
investigators talk with the complainant, or alleged Direct definitions of sexual assault, harassment
victim, and anyone else involved in the situation. and misconduct can be found in the Student
Following the investigation, the investigators Handbook.
Ultimately, Beach said the LUPD and the
turn in a report to Chassey and he decides if he
believes the respondent, or suspect, is responsible university overall "want to make sure [sexual
assault] doesn't happen to someone else. I want
for the sexual misconduct.
The complainant and respondent are then to make sure that the tragedy that person has just
informed of this decision so they are aware of the gone through doesn't happen to someone else
situation. If therespondentis believed to be guilty, because the person who did it got away with it
they can either accept this and discuss sanctions and feels like they can do it to the next person."
or dispute this and request a hearing.
Sasha Trent, wellness
coordinator for the Student
Health and Wellness Center,
said while it is best for students
This week in 2010, Vice President for Facilities Manageto report sexual assault to LUPD
ment and Real Property Dick Bratcher announced to the
or the university, "Often times
I also understand and am very
Longwood University community that the centuries old
respectful of [the fact] that it is
e Im tree next to North Cunningham Residence Hall would
hard to report/
be removed during the university's fall break.
Trent said family members,
Van Yahres Tree Company determined the tree needed to
friends, the Counseling Center at
be removed with an inspection. Aiimb fell from the tree in
the Health and Wellness Center
January 2010, damaging theroofof North Cunningham.
and the Piedmont Crisis Center
Previously, the tree was treated for Dutch elm disease.
are resources students should
The tree, which held special meaning to many in the
also consider after being sexually
Longwood
community, was about 175 to 200 yews old at
assaulted.
If students are not sure
^
1
whether or not they were
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Dark Clothes for a Bright Future:

Failing
The Academic & Career Advising Center Prepares Students for Employment
Through A
Sinkhole

J.a construction
— ....«-' -«?..nf/>t>Umi
a fKmtf
worker
does not neednoA/1
a three
piecenii
suit for a job interview. "When you're not sure,"
Contributor
Buchert says, "always go professional with the suit.
Sometimes, an employer will tell you. Otherwise, if
College. The best four tofiveyears of a young adulf s
you really want to know, you can ask."
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN
life with the perks of certification and qualification
Interview
attire,
although
a
small
detail,
alludes
Features Editor
in one's specialized field. The misconception of
to
the
personality
of
the
applicant.
"I
think
if
the
university life, however, is that there is a job waiting
student looks like [he or she] has been taken care of
There is too much of an
for the graduates.
...
that
could
reflect
on
how
they
may
potentially
be
emphasis
on sticking your neck
Located in Lancaster Hall, the Academic and
out
there,
experimenting with
on
the
job."
Career Advising Center (ACAC) reaches out to
something
that could end up
Employers look for small details about personal
all Longwood students for their future plans of
hurting
you
— simply because
lives outside of the work place, and presentation of
employment. Catering to questions and concerns,
you
exist.
oneself reveals a lot about the interviewee. Buchert
such as interview etiquette, writing a concise
notes, "Dark colors always look more expensive."
Okay. Here's where I'm
resumé, how to find jobs in a certain career path
A Longwood student does not need to wait getting at: stop saying #YOLO.
or searching for suitable employers, they aspire
for events to pop up to gather such detailed Start saying carpe diem.
to assist future job seekers. Alongside their desire
'But wait, they're the same
information. The Career Fair Training Camp is just
to create a successful future for every Longwood
FEATURES
thing."
No, they're not.
a preview of everything offered at the Academic
student, the ACAC also aids the college community
COLUMN
Here's the difference: carpe
Career & Advising Center.
in their current plans and courses for an intended
While the application process has ended, students diem, or "seize the day," is
major or career path.
can and should still attend the Job and Internship about taking advantage of the opportunities you
Various gatherings and events hosted by the
Fair located in Blackwell Hall on Oct. 3 from 12 p.m. have, cherishing what is already in front of you and
ACAC gears Longwood students toward amazing
working toward an even better future. #YOLO is
until 4 p.m.
job opportunities. On Sept. 27, the ACAC hosted
With an excess of online sources and materials, about impulsivity, about doing whatever you feel
the Career Fair Training Camp in the ballroom of
the Academic & Career Advising Center supplies like because, why not?
the Lankford Student Union. Addressing many
And the question "Why not?" is dangerous.
the students with adequate information before any
questions about interviews and expectations of job
Why? Because it can blind a person to what
prior visit to the location in Lancaster G08-A. For
searching, they covered a vast range of different
is
already
there, what can be seen. It is hardly a
a more personalized experience, the center urges
issues, questions and concerns.
question.
Honestly,
regardless of the question
students to contact the office at 434-395-2063 to
Kate Morgan, assistant director of the Academic
mark,
ifs
just
not.
schedule an appointment, even though walk-ins are
and Career Advising Center, gave insight on the
Ifs like saying, "Forget what you already know.
accepted.
purpose of the fair, saying that it was to ensure
You
don't know enough. You could know more
More information about upcoming ACAC events
that "you're ready to make that first impression."
if
you
just delved into the darkness, that notcan be found online at http://www.longwood.
Elaborating on small details, she addressed the
knowing.
Because ... what leads to knowing? The
edu/career/.
importance of networking opportunities.
path,
right?"
Business cards, Morgan says, are something
If everyone who sky-dived thought that exact
students "can take with them to the job fair to leave
question — "Why not?" — then what would be
the point of a parachute? What would be the point
of anything? Why not?
Ifs not as extreme an example as it might seem
at first.
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN
"I'm going to just go. Just do it. Not think.
Features Editor
Fail at something. Just jump off the cliff. Forget
decisions. Forget thinking. #YOLO"
On Friday, Sept. 28, a star-spangled presence
No! Stop it! Listen.
arrived in the Farmville community, with blazing,
This is what many people think when they
blue volunteer sign-up sheets ready in hand and
hear the word #YOLO: "I'm a free spirit who
a heavy push ready to influence the Longwood
is going to experience new adventures, make a
student body with voterregistrationand political
few mistakes and end up a better, more learned
awareness.
person in the end, grateful for the journey and
The grand opening of the Obama for America
content with the conclusion."
office occurred at 236 N. Main St., Farmville, Va., a
This is what #YOLO actually translates to:
spot previously filled by The Shoppe on Main.
'I have no responsibility for my well-being,
With a potluck organized to better introduce
no control over my actions, no care to take a
the new location to the community, Farmville
second thought to protect myself from harm
residents and Longwood students were able to
and absolutely no respect for myself. So, why
learn about available volunteer opportunities as
not make mistakes to make mistakes? Why not
the presidential election rears its head ever nearer.
make mistakes to see what happens when they're
A large sheet of paper taking up a wall at the
made? Why not?"
event had the words, 'Team Prince Edward," with,
Why not? Really? Questions are good.
"Why I am in," below it.
the question, "Why not?" is too
Photo By: Asst Photo Editor Mk
ie KroUnfortunately,
pt
Residents were encouraged to write an answer to
often
used
to
end
further questions. "Why not?"
The Obama for America office volunteers work diligently to register students to vote in the upcoming election.
the question on the paper based on why they chose
Do you even have an answer to that question?
in charge of getting an office in the Farmville area.
to get involved in the campaign process.
It's imperative for college students to vote this
A question should never end a discussion. But
Since Monday, Sept. 24, the office has been
election," said Kelly, later adding, "Your vote
One person signed as "Sheena" wrote
thafs what #YOLO is.
painting the exterior and decorating it with plastic
matters. You may be one person, but you may be
underneath it "I'm in because I believe in gay
That "just once" can become a habit. There is no
red, white and blue flowers, a banner and other
that
one
person
who
wins
this
county.
You
may
be
rights, women's rights and the benefits for
try, there is only do. And thafs true.
decorations.
one person who wins this state."
students and those of the middle class. Not to
#YOLO does not mean, 'Take the world by
The headquarters is hoping to sign up more
mention those health care plans!"
Kelly suggested students should not use the
the horns and ride it." It means, "Let the world
volunteers, register more students to vote, canvass
absentee ballot as an alternative, as, according to
Longwood student and Neighborhood Team
manipulate you into doing whatever it wants —
on the weekends and make phone calls every
Kelly, the state of Virginia does not have to count
Leader for Longwood University Brandon
anything — simply because the decision to do so
night.
the ballot unless there is a one percent margin.
Kelly commented that the biggest goals of the
exists." Because trying something just a little bit
Kelly said, "Every weekend from now until the
headquarters are to not only register many
During the 2008 presidential election, there was a
means nothing. Because ifs just fun. Because ifs
election, Saturday and Sunday, we're going to
students andresidents,but also to insure that they
location for The Organizing for America Farmville
just social.
be canvassing the Longwood/Farmville area, in
vote.
headquarters in Farmville, Va. The expected date
You need to think harder than that. And "Why
basically what are two hour shifts."
for when the headquarters will pack up and travel
According to Kelly, in 2008, only 300 Longwood
not?" is not thinking.
For more information, go online to the Office for
again will be around December.
studentsregisteredto vote, while only 18 of those
You only live once.
300 actually voted.
Kelly estimated that the office has been interested America Facebook page or go online to the Barack
And yet we treat this life as though, "Why not
Obama Virginia website.
in settling down in Farmville for little over a
"If everyone at Longwood alone voted, we
do as much as we can?" You're not. You only live
month with Stephanie Piotrowski, field organizer,
could determine what color Prince Edward goes.
once and so many decisions cause this one life
to just lessen further and further until that one,
single life, that one chance, is gone. And there is
no "why not?" after that.
The chances and fun cause you to lose what life
you
could have had, and you can't get it back.
old
roommate
of
mine
once
had
her
boyfriend
wasn't required anymore, I decided it was time
JAMIE CLIFT
When
you cannot trust your body, you cannot
record
her
a
wake-up
message.
While
this
sounds
to
take
it
before
the
powers
that
be
change
their
Contributor
sweet, it was pretty awful to hear him baby talking trust yourself. And your body is not as submissive
mind.
to your every desire as you think it is. You don't
to her every morning. So, just keep in mind that
It would be very easy for me to hate this class.
8 a.m. classes are the bane of everyone's
control your body, your shell, as much as you
you
might
not
be
the
only
person
who
has
to
hear
I'm
the
only
junior
in
the
class,
surrounded
by
existence. They're the last to be fought over during
think you do. Just because you can move a finger,
the
alarm.
You
don't
want
to
ruin
someone
else's
a
group
of
freshmen
who
all
seem
to
know
each
courseregistration.Simply telling someone that
take a step or blink an eye — that does not mean
morning
for
the
sake
of
your
own.
other
or
live
on
the
same
floor
or
something.
I'm
a
you have an 8 a.m. class causes them to make a
you are in control.
Third,
I
would
strongly
recommend
putting
a
little
out
of
shape,
and
lef
s
face
it,
very
few
people
strange little grunting noise. It's a sound of both
little
effort
into
the
way
you're
dressed.
I
don't
This #YOLO bullcrap, this "live life to the fullest"
are
at
their
physical
peak
at
8
a.m.
But
regardless
disgust and sympathy, as if they have something
always
have
time
for
this,
but
when
I
do,
I
feel
brainwashing,
it all makes me sick. Don't tell me
about
how
I
feel
on
the
inside
about
the
Phys.
Ed.
gross on the bottom of their shoe.
more
confident
all
day.
Putting
on
a
cute
dress
to
just
try
something
once. "You won't like it.
requirement
or
8
a.m.
classes
in
general,
I
have
to
College students as a rule hate getting up early
and
make-up
does
wonders
for
self-esteem,
You'll
hate
it.
Just
try
it
once to know." You might
run
laps,
do
sit
ups,
make
human
pyramids
and
even more than they love sleeping. If they can
and
focusing
on
myself
for
a
few
minutes
in
the
just
like
it.
Worse
yet,
you
might just love it. Even
a
variety
of
other
"multiple
activities"
or
listen
avoid rising before noon, they will. There are very
morning
gives
me
chance
to
reflect
on
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day
if
there
is
a
"never
again,"
it can still follow you.
to
the
woes
of
high
cholesterol
all
the
while
few exceptions to this rule. This is possibly because
ahead.
"Try"
is
do,
and
when
you
don't know what ifs
contemplating
my
mortality.
the majority of them are nocturnal by nature.
like,
ifs
not
ignorance
and
ifs
not prudishness,
Finally,
and
most
importantly,
I
eat
breakfast.
Yes,
If
I
go
into
the
class
every
morning
with
a
bad
But oftentimes 8 a.m. classes can't be avoided.
ifs
you
protecting
yourself
from
what could
this
means
that
I
have
to
wake
up
a
little
earlier,
attitude,
I'll
just
be
that
much
more
miserable.
So,
This semester, I have an 8 a.m. Physical
potentially
be
the
next
mistake,
the
first
craving.
but
even
if
ifs
just
a
Pop-Tart
on
the
way
to
class,
I
do
a
few
things
to
make
rising
with
the
chickens
Education class. On Mondays and Fridays, I get
breakfast
makes
you
more
awake
and
alert.
If
Carpe
Diem.
Living
to
the
fullest
—
for
yourself,
a
little
more
bearable.
They're
pretty
simple,
but
to experience the joy of "Multiple Activities" with
you're
hungry
all
morning,
you're
going
to
have
a
for
others,
for
life.
Not
for
"Why
not?"
they
make
a
huge
difference.
the ever-positive Coach Steve, and on Wednesdays
bad time.
You are not living when the only thing you think
First, I almost always shower at night. This way,
I get to listen to a Health lecture. My friends all
So,
by
doing
these
things
and
keeping
a
generally
about
is that cigarette, that drink, that escape.
I
can
sleep
later
and
my
hair
is
already
dry
when
thought that I was crazy for signing up for it at all.
positive attitude, I've earned areputationas a
You do not know where that "try" will take you
I get up. It saves tons of time in the morning and
In my defense, I did think that it was a yoga class
morning person. We're not bom this way; if s
because ifs more than just some slippery slope.
helps me get a better night's sleep.
when I picked it back in spring semester.
something
that
takes
time,
practice
and
effort.
Ifs a sinkhole. You do not see it. You don't. And
Second,
I
choose
an
alarm
that
sets
a
positive
I put this one general education requirement
With
a
little
effort,
you
can
join
me
for
breakfast
at
then the earth just collapses beneath you. Ifs
tone
for
the
day.
I
have
some
friends
who
wake
off for as long as I thought I could because I am
seven.
instant. And you fall.
up
to
what
sounds
like
an
air
raid
siren
or
a
fire
terrified of all things medical. When I found out
Remember,
if
you
have
any
questions
or
topics
You. Only. Live. Once. So, why are you not?
freshman year that you had to get blood drawn for alarm, but I've chosen the song, "Good Morning
you would like to see covered in this column, send
Starshine," from the musical, "Hair." Even little
"* This editorial is an opinion stated by the
a cholesterol test, I decided to avoid it at all costs
does not represent the ; 'ieii's of The Rotunda
details like this can make a huge difference in your an email to longwoodlemons@gmail.com
because I did not want to pass out or throw up at
University.
day. Of course, you can take this tip too far - an
the health center. As soon as I found out that this
SHELLEY HEANEY
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with the recruiters and make a good, positive first
impression."
Being a* small convenient documentation of
your visit with the employer, "ifs becoming ...
a new thing that students are doing in addition
to providing an employer with a resumé," said
Morgan.
Assistant Director of the Academic and Career
Advising Center Sarah Hobgood hosted a table
at the Career Fair Training Camp highlighting the
importance of a resumé. While reviewing students'
resumés and providing additional information for
students who need to begin the writing process, she
urges job seekers to double check all information
revealed on the document.
Hobgood said, "Spelling and grammar errors [are]
major point[s] that [students] need to work on."
She added that not having a polished resumé can
be "the first sign that someone hasn't taken [their]
time on their resumés."
After reviewing any grammatical errors, she
noted that students should focus on relevant past
experiences when organizing one's resumé. She
said, "Employers are definitely going to look at that
first, then ... (they will look at] where the students
have gained transferrable skills."
Also stating that employers are "always looking
for someone who can communicate well, both in
written form and orally," Hobgood also reminded
students "how important it is to meet face-to-face
with those recruiters and let them get to know you
and talk about your skills and interests."
Certain jobs require different levels of dress.
Stephanie Buchert, associate professor of
psychology, gave helpful hints about interview
attire at the Career Fair Training Camp. For instance.

Opening of Obama for America on Main Street

Making Lemonade: How to Be a Morning Person

Re-examining and Recreating:
LCVA Unveils Two New Exhibitions, 'Vote'and 'More than Meets the Eyes'
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor

On Friday, Sept. 28, the Longwood
Center for the Visual Arts (LCVA)
hosted an opening reception for the two
newest photography exhibitions, "Vote:
Photographs by Michael Mergen" and
"More than Meets the Eyes: Photographs
from the LCVA's Permanent Collection."
Mergen's "Vote" series has been
published as a photo essay in the
February 2012 issue of Harper's
Magazine, and has also been included
in several art galleries, reported The
Longwood Magazine in its fall 2012
issue.
The Longwood Magazine further
reported that the inspiration for the
series was from the 2004 presidential
election when Mergen was working as a
photojournalist for Bloomberg News in
Philadelphia.
For "Vote," Mergen's artist's statement
said, "'Vote' documents the spaces where
the ideals of our political system meet
the mundane realities of participatory
democracy. These polling places, in
unusual, privately owned locations,
pointedly do not live up to the majesty
of American democracy yet still speak to
a kind of vernacular Americana."
He further stated, "The voting machines
act as stand-ins, set up and waiting for
voters to activate them. As if transported
from another world, the machines
remind us of the often haphazard way
in which elections are conducted."
The many locations photographed
included a yogurt shop, a greenhouse,
a Church of Scientology and a funeral
home.
Mergen commented, "What I was
focusing on particularly is going to
places in privately owned spaces,
whether it be someone's garage or
someone's living room or a partly owned
business, restaurant - something like
that - so it was interesting ... this idea
of public institution of voting clashing
with private spaces."
The archival pigment print photograph,
"Precinct 207, Meridian, OK, 2010,"
details a voting booth in the warmth of a
resident's home. Only a few steps from
the kitchen, the voting booth is no more
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Opening night at the LCVA people from the Longwood and Farmville Community come to observe Micheal Mergens exhibition Vote.

than simple, white boxed fabric atop a [that] seeing voting machines next to slot various Election Days and the hundreds
flimsy aluminum table. An innocuous machines as somehow wrong, or voting of voting places therein. There were a
and friendly scene, the booth stands in a supermarket is a way to increase total of nine states traveled to, including
alongside the white, wooden paneling voter turnout and be like if you want Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Rhode
of the walls with vicariously placed to get people to vote, bring the voting Island, California, Nevada, Oklahoma,
Michigan and Tennessee.
brooms in the comer, a hanging potted where people are."
Hung in the LCVA was a large print of
Mergen described die process of
plant from the ceiling, an American flag
and a washing machine directly beside preparing the work for the exhibition a letter from Timothy Hanson, freedom
as involving a lot of research, especially of information officer of the Michigan
where the voter would sit.
Bureau of Elections, to Mergen dated
In the archival pigment print with time and location.
"Almost every picture up here was from June 2010. It authorized permission
photograph, "Early Voting #10, Las
Vegas, NV, 2010," the scene presents taken within one day, usually between 7 of a "statewide list of polling locations...
to existing, nonexempt public records."
various lined up voting booths like a.m. and 7 p.m.," said Mergen.
Alongside the letter included a
Mergen said, "If you were actually to
awkward strangers. In a supermarket,
the stacks of boxes and bottles of bright go through the entire series and to the map created by Google maps citing
yellow, orange and red Gatorade lined cities and states I went to, if s probably the various locations traveled to and
up, while behind the voting booths are about nine or 10 days of actually photographed.
slot machines with signs hung above photographing, and yet I still see it as — Mergen stated that while the 2012
with phrases like, "Every spin is a two years of work because I think the presidential election is nearing, the
research and the kind of leg work up "Vote" exhibition was not "consciously"
winner!"
front
is a big part of the project like this." intended to provoke others to vote, to
Mergen said, "I tried to maintain a
sort of neutrality of seeing both as being The works in "Vote" were photographed remember to vote or to simply register
critical of the voting process, of saying during the years 2008 to 2010, detailing to vote, but said that if such a response

were to occur that, "I would be very
pleased by that."
The "More Than Meets the Eye"
exhibition opened to "coincide with
the 'Vote' exhibition," said Jenna
Obermiller, marketing and public
relations coordinator of the Longwood
Center for the Visual Arts.
Obermiller further detailed that Kathy
Johnson Bowles, previous director of the
Longwood Center for the Visual Arts,
played a great influence on the "More
Than Meets the Eye" exhibition as well
as a number of future LCVA exhibitions,
hand-selecting the artworks therein
from the LCVA Permanent Collection
with works located both on-campus and
off-campus.
The exhibition features photographs
from a "pie-digital age," dating
between 1970 and 2009, ranging from
"nineteenth-century tintype through
works by recent Longwood graduates
and art department faculty members,"
reported the LCVA website and the
exhibition write-up.
Described as "masters of their craft,"
the photographs chosen are meant to
depict reality, while also recreating it
behind the lens of a camera. The write
up continues, "A rigidly raised arm, a
small white dog, a distant blue shopping
car; a random pedestrian - these objects
depicted here ask to be considered. They
may help us look again at the real world
and appreciate its significance and its
beauty."
The "Vote: Photographs by Michael
Mergen" and "More than Meets the
Eye: Photographs from the LCVA's
Permanent Location" exhibitions were
sponsored by Scott and Susan Harwood
and the j ferguson gallery, headed by
Jarrod and Larissa Fergeson.
On Oct. 25, there will be an Art for
Lunch Lecture by Mergen located at the
Thomas Sully Gallery in the LCVA at
12:30 p.m.
THE LCVA is LOCATED AT 129 N. MAIN
ST. IN FARMVILLE, THE GALLERY HOURS
ARE FROM TL AM. To 5 P.M., MONBAY
THROUGH SATURDAY. FOR MORE
INFORMATION, GO ONLINE TO THE LCVA
WEBSITE OR CALL (434) 395-2206.

Leader of Today: A Profile of SGA President Donald Knight
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Donald Knight is involved in several organizations on campus, Including SGA and trie ROTC.
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor .

Having grown up in Victoria, Va., a
small, quaint town almost a half an hour
away from Farmville, senior student
Donald Knight has been able to see the
progress of Longwood University as a
campus even before it was a university.
First experiencing the campus in 2001
at a young age. Knight said, "I really

fell in love with the campus ... and if s
something that stuck with me for years,
and if s something that you really never
forget."
Knight is majoring in criminology and
criminal justice with a homeland security minor, as well as majoring in sociology pre-law, political science and military sciences. With a triple major soon
to be under his belt, Knight said, "You
choose a major that relates to your pas-

sion," further stating, "I've always had a
passion for why things happen in society, why people make the decision that
they make."
Through his various activities and
leadership positions, Knight has experienced life as a Lancer through many
different viewpoints: as president of the
Student Government Association (SGA),
as a Greek fraternity brother in Theta
Chi, as a Resident Assistant (RA) and in
many other ways, as well.
"I wanted to set myself up for success
in the best way possible, and of course
this is going to be hard work. Nothing is
ever easy at all," said Knight.
He feels his time in the ROTC has
benefited him as a person, saying, "I've
become smarter. I've become stronger,
a better well-rounded person, a better
leader, and I think the Army is a different level than everything else because
you're in charge of the lives of people."
"When you're second lieutenant ...
you're in charge of people who have
been in war, and you manage their lives
— them, their family and you have to
fit in that role, and you have to be accountable, and you have to learn what
accountability is," said Knight.
Knight commented that his goal is to
become a Judge Advocate General 0AG)
officer, a lawyer and move into government later in his life.
Being both president of the SGA and
CDT (MSIV) of ROTC Knight commented that he makes sure to keep'both
roles separate, saying, "There are times
where I wear the hat as SGA president,
the spokesperson of the students, and
there are other times when I have to lace
up my boots and put on my rank."
He further stated, "Ifs a balance of
roles that I have, and I think with my experience, I've been able to balance them
very well."
The biggest influences in Knighf s life
are his parents, and Knight described
his father as "this larger than life figure"
and his mother as "the toughest person
alive."
Having a father who was a retired ma-

jor in the United States Army, Knighf s
nationalism has been greatly affected by
his family as well.
"In my life, if I were to accomplish
being past a fraction of the people that
my parents are than I would have done
something right because they were
that much of an influence on me," said
Knight.
Knighf s influences in Longwood University include Vice President for Student Affairs Dr. Tim Pierson, Dean of
Students & Residential and Commuter
Life Laurence Robertson, Associate Professor of Political Science Dr. William
Harbour and Captain Nathaniel Merrigan.
Commenting on Merrigan's influence
on his life, Knight said, "He was my
leader in ROTC my freshman year and
really helped put me on the right track
when it came to ROTC and really mold
myself into a future army officer."
With an intense passion to assist those
around him in any way, Knight said
this interest was influenced by his own
childhood. "I had done tilings myself,
and I've worked myself and I lived a life
where you watched your own back," he
said.
"Going into Longwood, I saw it as an
opportunity to kind of reverse that and
to say I want to be there for other people,
and I want to make sure that they have
the support that they need no matter in
what capacity, and so I strive to make
myself the best that I can so that I can
help others," said Knight.
"If s an honor for me to be able to help
somebody else," said Knight.
One of Knighf s many goals for the
student body is more than just personal
development, but development through
morals and ethics to the environment.
He said, "We are the leaders of tomorrow and very much so the leaders of
today. What we say and what we do
make a big impact on our environment
and our community. What does that say
about us?"
Focused on being the voice of the
Longwood students and their support as

well, Knight commented that he always
strives to put the students first. "That's
something that we strive to abide by and
do live by and work by every single day.
"If s really seeing the younger class,
the freshmen and the sophomores, that
really re-spark my love for Longwood,
and so I love working with freshmen and
sophomores, especially," said Knight.
As Knight finishes his final year at
Longwood, he said, "I can trust that my
legacy would be to once again further
that family-like environment, to have
those leaders created because I think the
true testament of a leader is not necessarily how he is in office, but if s how the
office or position is left when you leave.
Is an organization thriving? Is it doing
better than it was before you came in?
And thafs the kind of legacy that I want
to leave because making the campus better than the way I found it, if s a group
effort, and if s a group effort on behalf
of the students and the faculty together."
At Longwood University, Knight suggested to each student, "We need to be
here for each other at all times."
This upcoming May, Knight will take
up position as second lieutenant after
having spent four years in the Longwood ROTC program.
"Heroes should not be pop stars," said
Knight. "Real heroes are our American
soldiers and our veterans, the ones that
really defend our nation, the ones that
sacrifice their lives on a daily basis, and
the one lesson I want to teach the students of Longwood University is learn
who the proper role model is. A role
model is not a movie star. If s somebody
that risks his or her life for the betterment
of not only the country, but the world.
Look no further than the soldiers."
As a member of the Student Government Association and ROTC, as well as a
presence in the Lancer community, Donald Knight is a citizen leader with the
commitment to put his life on the line
for the happiness of those around him.

'Let the Good Times Roll': Dr. Jordan's Bonfire Binds Students Together
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor

Professor of Anthropology Dr. James Jordan
kicked off Mortar Board's Spirit Week with a bonfire
and tales on the history and origin of Oktoberfest
and how it became an annual tradition on campus.
Titling his presentation, "Let the Good Times Roll,"
Jordan united the student body through the power
of storytelling, history and tradition.
With a large number of students crowding around
a bonfire Sunday night on Iler Field, Jordan said, "It
is good that we gather around afirethis evening to
celebrate one of Longwood's greatest traditions."
He further stated, "Humans have been gathering
around fires... for 500,000 years where some things
that are timeless, and this is one of them this
evening."
"It's a new school season with new people, with
the ritual, the ceremony, the spirit continues into
the future with you and with me," said Jordan.
For Longwood University, "There was no
Oktoberfest in the beginning," said Jordan, stating
that another tradition prevailed over campus for
over 150 years since the 1870s and 1880s.
Originally, there was a tribal ceremony called
the May Queen Festival where the students of
Longwood would direct and construct a production
each year before coronating the May Queen of the
year. The event would be held every year on May
1 and would bring thousands of tourists by train to
Farmville.
In 1914, the Joan Circle of Alpha Delta Rho formed
- an organization that would later become known

as the Geist Chapter of Mortar Board. Jordan read
an article from The Rotunda printed on Sept. 7,
1927, detailing a new event to be organized by the
Joan Circle, called Circus.
The event, Circus, allowed various student
organizations to get involved, allowed the town
of Farmville to feel included in the activities and
created merriment with downs, animals such as
elephants and giraffes and attractions like the
Hampden-Sydney Orchestra.
"The Circus really did take a toll," said Jordan,
later adding, "It sort of wore down."
As Circus entered into its fifth year, the Great
Depression hit America. The Joan Circle was able to
raise enough money to organize Circus for that year
by doing janitorial work, such as sweeping all of the
door mats on campus and dusting the shelves of the
library as well as teaching the freshmen students
how to act during chapel services. The acts worked
as a deal in agreement with Dr. Joseph Jarman,
president of the campus for 44 years, the longest
serving president of any college or university in the
state of Virginia,
After World War II began, Jordan stated it was not
only a matter of funds that caused the college to be
unable to organize the event, it was also the lacking
of necessary materials, such as gasoline.
Once World War II ended, Circus began once
again and ended for good, and on a good note, in
1965. When the Joan Circle changed its name to the
Geist Chapter, so too did Circus change to become
Oktoberfest with an Oktoberfest King and Queen
elected each year.
"It is very great that from time to time we stop
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Dr. Jordan captivates the audience with his enthusiastic telling of the history of Oktoberfest on Sunday Sept. 30.

in our busy days. We are not the first or the only
people who ever come to this place to learn to love
it, to call it home, to become one with a community
of scholars, 28,000 who have been here in the past
174 years," said Jordan.
"We are a tribe. We continue our traditions because

they bind us together. They remind us of our pasts,
and we make it perfectly certain that our children
who come here enjoy this place as we have. Let the
good times roll!" said Jordan.

L.A.T.E Can Help Teaching Become Your Fate and Passion
NIKKI CHAPPELLE

Contributor

If you have a passion for becoming an English
teacher or even just for becoming a teacher in
general, the L.A.T.E (Longwood's Association
for Teaching English) Workshop was a fun and
informative way of learning how to become the
best teacher you could ever hope to be.
On Sept. 29 in Lankford Ballroom, Tracy Robertson,
English coordinator of the Virginia Department of
English, gave an exciting and knowledgeable talk
at the L.A.T.E. Workshop.
When Robertson came in at 10 a.m., she was
astonished by how many smiling faces she saw,
especially so early on a Saturday morning. She
started off by having everyone close their eyes
so their minds could take then) back to. their
elementary middle or high school days and think

about who their favorite teacher was and why.
Then, she had the audience share the characteristics
that made up their favorite teachers and what
qualities they shared with that teacher. Some of the
qualities consisted of the teacher being organized,
patient, compassionate and respectful toward
students and other qualities one wishes to achieve.
Robertson went over the Standards of Learning
(SOL) Review Process and the Curriculum
Framework, which are skills and knowledge
students are already supposed to have grasped
from SOLs demonstrated in previous grades. She
talked about the English SOL and how, surprisingly,
there are more nonfiction questions than fiction.
Furthermore, she talked about plagiarism and
how it is vitally important to teach students what
that is. Additionally, she also added that teaching
.students what sources arereliableand which ones
are not is also i m p o r t a n t
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Robertson discussed how, nowadays, teaching is
built up to be focused on teaching students to be
test-oriented, and thaf s not what teaching is about.
According to Robertson, it is about preparing
students in a way that will actually work for
them, and she said to "listen and learn from your
students."
Additionally, Robertson said, "The number one
tool college students use for research is YouTube,
so why are we not incorporating media in research
papers?" This was captivating since it goes back
into teachers listening to their students.
She lastly advised all future teachers to "be flexible,
get involved in the school, stay current in world
and community events, seize teachable moments
and make sure you make time for yourself."
She stated how teaching is one of the most
impactful and important jobs on the planet.
After Robertson finished her educative and

motivational speech, there were breakout sessions.
During this, the audience scattered throughout the
Lankford Student Union to rooms A, B or C.
In room A, Adjunct of Communication Studies
Ronda Scarrow presented oh how to integrate the
arts into the classroom, such as acting, movement,
music and art toreinforceEnglish learning. In room
B, a panel of Longwood Alumni discussed life after
Longwood. In room C, Curator of Education at
the Longwood Center for the Visual Arts Emily
Gresham vibrantly talked about Art in English and
about programs in museums that are interactive
and a fun way for a teacher to educate their students
on a topic.
To learn more about the Longwood Association
for Teachers of English, meetings are held every
other week at 8 p.m. To find out the location, go
online to Facebook to the LATE at Longwood page
to see when and where the meetings are held.
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• Freah Break-Up.
This past week has been tough. My workload
was unreal, and I thought I wasn't going to make
i t I literally said, 9 think I'm going to die," at
least 30 times. I had one or two emotional breakdowns, and it was pretty evident that I just felt
downright bad for myself.

The Life of a College Girl
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Egg
Little did I know that while I was imping
around and oompl«$}f& e n s ^ a i ^ fteatidends
had just broken ug> with her boyfriend of three
years. Three y«ai% people! How could she not
cell me right when tni* significant moment happened? I was concerned for he^ and I considered
myself a huge a-hodie
for
B and groaning
about something so little when She was going
through aome&tag'so big.
She and het now, ex-boyfriend had been on

a slippery slope for a while. They were going
through the motions of no emotion. Sometimes a
relationship takes a turn for convenience. A lot of
people are just like her; they are in it for the convenience of love. The passion wasn't there anymore. We all could see it, and she knew it. I then
asked myself, are people in love because they
are in love, or are they just comfortable because
they're in love?
Comfort is sometimes the glue that holds tela-

tionships together; and sooner or later you come
to find that you're not going to walk down the
aisle with this one. Sometimes you have to let go,
and thaf s what she did.
What I didn't understand was why she wasn't
an emotional, psycho wreck like I was after my
break-up. I sat down with her and played psychologist because it just seemed like she needed,
and wanted, someone to talk to.
I specifically remember her telling me, "Just because I don't show it on the
outside doesn't mean I don't
feel on the inside." Side note:
my friend never likes to come
off as the weak kind, and that
is something I admire her for.
Even though she wasn't
making a show of her sadness, it made me feel that,
even though she doesn't
wear her emotions on her
sleeve, she still needs people
to care.
If you have a friend going through something, and
she is trying to be strong, remember that she hurts just
like everyone else. People,
especially friend^ should be
considerate and not selfish.
We don't have Mom and Dad
at school to lean on, so that is
what our friends are for.
At the end of our conversation, she finally asked for
help. She said, "Try to understand that even though I
am not expressing all of my
feelings, it doesn't mean that
I don't have them and that I
don't need support from my
friends and family." It takes a
strong person to ask for help.
Weak, strong, open, closed,
loud or tight-lipped, everyone needs someone to distract them from their problems. I am glad she is starting
a new chapter in her life. She
told me she was scared, but
hopefully she won't feel so
alone.

STUDENT VALUE MENU!
All items specially priced for students...
Choose from the following:

www.dominos.com

434 392 3000

Medium two topping pizza
Large one topping pizza
Any two bread products
Any Artisan pizza

each only

$7.99

Become a fan on Facebook to hear about our weekly specials:

Domino's Pizza - Farmville, Virginia...

and WELCOME BACK!

"Don't be scared to walk
alone. Don't be stared to like
it." John Mayer
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'Trouble with the Curve' is an Enjoyable, but Flawed Sports Film
KEVIN GREEN

StaffReporter

Clint Eastwood has not acted in a film since
2008 s "Gran Torino." Since then the 78-year-old
icon has mostly directed and produced films. With
'Trouble with the Curve," Eastwood is back in
the saddle, but only in acting alone. It seems that
Eastwood is taking on roles and films that deal
with dysfunctionalrelationshipscoming together.
"Trouble with the Curve" certainly fits that bill.
It seems like the kind of film that could have been
a classic. Instead, first-time director Robert Lorenz
and screenwriter Randy Brown play it safe with
conventional story-telling tactics. Bolstered by
charming performances from the three leads, the
result is an enjoyable, but flawed autumn film.
The story centers on Eastwood's character Gus
Lobel, a legendary baseball scout for the Atlanta
Braves who is showing signs of fatigue. Gus is
dealing with a growing vision problem that is
effecting his work and his life at home. Not helping
his cause is a young, techno-sawy scout named
Phillip Anderson (Matthew Lillard).
Gus knows certain aspects of his life are caving-in,
but he does not want to admit it. It is eerily similar to
the role and performance he gave in "Gran Torino."
His wife is gone and the closest family he has is his
whip-smart, workaholic daughter, Mickey (Amy
Adams).
Adams is the best thing about 'Trouble with the
Curve." The young actress has already proven
herself to be a force in "The Fighter," and here
she really shines. Adams may have found a niche
by playing the tough-yet-vulnerable female lead.
Through Mickey, Adams displays a wide range of

Adams and Timberlake grab the attention of baseball fans everywhere in "Trouble with the Curve."
have been a dull sports dramedy.
emotions and none of it ever feels too forced.
It is utterly engrossing watching the three of
Mickey and Gus are very much a dysfunctional
family that cannot see eye-to-eye. When the Braves them interact. In addition, some of the smaller
need information on a potential draft pick, they actors add quite a bit. Raymond Anthony Thomas
send Gus to see if the kid is therealdeal. In addition, (Lucious), Chelcie Ross (Smitty) and George Wyner
Gus' longtime friend Pete Klein recruits Mickey to (Rosenbloom) all add nice comedic relief as Gus'
go and help Gus scout this can't-miss prospect. This scouting friends. John Goodman is also enjoyable
as Gus' longtime friend, Pete.
obviously brings certain unsaid things to a head.
Despite these performances, other aspects seem
Justin Timberlake is also quite charming in this
film as a young, aspiring broadcaster named sub-par. The script is admittedly very run-of-theJohnny. Johnny has a long history with Gus and he mill at times. It relies heavily on borrowed ideas
helps to lighten the mood of Gus and to a larger from other, better dramedies. The storytelling at
extent, Mickey. The dynamic between these three times does meander, and there is a point where
keep things running smoothly during what could things seem to drag too much.

This is not a huge issue as things are quickly
wrapped up after the meandering. It is a conclusion
that has been seen one too many times in everything
from comedies to dramas. The tradition-versustechnology conflict is a bit clich6d. But, again, the
actors are charming enough to make it work here.
The real audience that will get a kick out of this
film is hardcore baseball fans. Screenwriter Randy
Brown is clearly aiming directly at them when
bits of baseball trivia serve as character-building
moments. There is a scene about halfway through
where this is readily apparent. Mickey and Johnny
dedde, to the best wishes of Gus, to go out on a
date to "lighten up." The date quickly turns into a
makeshift drinking game involving baseball trivia.
The layman will most likely not get most of die
trivia or the hardcore terms thrown in there. But
this is hardly a problem since they are not used in
a way to insult the audiences' intelligence. Brown
also uses the trivia aspect of baseball mostly in
scenes with Mickey and Johnny.
For the most part, audiences will walk out of
Trouble with the Curve" feeling good. It is meant
to be light-hearted entertainment for baseball
fans and for the most part, it hits the mark. The
performances are good, although not quite Oscarworthy. 'Trouble with the Curve" is the perfect film
to spend a Sunday afternoon on.
RATING: 3 / 5

Busch Gardens' 'Howl-O-Scream' is Howlin' to Make You Scream

The haunted houses at Busch Gardens this season are guaranteed to make you scream in fear.
werewolves, clowns and vampires galore. You
Contributor
might want to think twice about coming if you
can't handle the things that go bump in the night.
It all kicks off at 6 p.m. The fog begins to creep
Paint your face, put on your costume and get
yourself to the 14th anniversary of Howl-O-Scream slowly over the park and the sinister music fills the
at Busch Gardens. If s a dark night full of ghouls, air. As the moon rises in the sky, the monsters start

JONEL ANDREW

to crawl out. You'll find the pack of werewolves on
the prowl and the gang of mentally unstable clowns
sauntering around the park eagerly awaiting your
frightened faces.
The clown theme starts on the Italy side of the
park with the haunted house titled, "Fear Fair."
Prepare to embrace every clown nightmare you've
ever had since the movie "It." As you walk through
the haunted carnival, you'll notice the eerie carnival
music tinkling throughout the atmosphere. Despite
how fear inducing the decorations might have
been, if you are simply not afraid of clowns then
the "Fear Fair" might just feel like 10 minutes of
walking through brighdy colored tents with a
relatively calm heart rate. If you still aren't feeling
ready for a big scare, then die Catacombs in France
are probably a good idea. Ifs an easy walk in the
semi-dark surrounded by bones and more bones.
"Deadline" located underneath Pompeii gives
fear a meaning in the name of a broken down metro.
Lookout for the deadly gases and, more importantly,
the spray of water from a very unsanitary looking
toilet that leaves you wondering if you've become
infected. This high-tech haunted house live streams
your immediatereactionsand every scream on the
Busch Gardens website.
The vampire themed haunted house, or should
I say manor, "Bitten," truly brings out the terror.
Every room is so dark you can barely see your hand
in front of you and the fear intensifies immensely

when the vampires begin to jump at you from
every dark corner. By the time you finally escape,
your throat will be hoarse and you might need a
minute or two to breathe normally again.
The lucky number 13 isn't so lucky, is it? Enter
the haunted house "13" and you'll discover 13
fears you either already had or now have after
this experience. These include a fear of heights,
doctors, dentists, insects, dead bodies, lightning,
going to bed and a few more. You walk through all
13 phobias and try your best not to run out crying
when your fear takes true form inside the haunted
house.
"Root of all Evil" is Busch Gardens' newest
edition to Howl-O-Scream in Germany and please
do not get too excited. You should know ifs not
going to be as scary as it sounds when the train
driver describes it as a "botanist themed" haunted
house. Prepare to walk through many plants and
stomp through some mulch but not much else.
The disappointment only grows when you realize
you spent more time standing in line than you did
walking through this haunted garden.
In spite of afewdisappointments, Howl-O-Scream
was just as terror-rific as ever. Simply walking
through the misty park is chilling in the most fun
way. You'll leave feeling morereadyfor Halloween
than you thought possible and with some excellent
costume ideas at the least. Don't miss out!

A Week for the Shows: CW and Comedy Episodes Hit the Stand
" 9 0 2 1 0 - SEASON FOUR:"' Graduation has been a turning point for
most of the group of " 9 0 2 1 0 . " As they all struggle to stay close,

When Sam's life collapses after his father's death,
hereturnshome to settlefinancialissues and get the estate in order.
While there, though, he discovers a family secret that" s been under
wraps for 30 years: he has a sister he never knew existed. Sam learns
to deal with the tragedy while he also tries to cope with this new
find. (Chris Pine, Olivia Wilde, Elizabeth Banks, Michelle Pfeiffer)

"How I MET YOUR MOTHER - SEASON SEVEN:" The comedic group
continues on their story as one couple prepares for a baby and
another heads down the aisle. With the woman unknown, Barney
getsreadyfor marriage, and Ted continues his search for his woman.
Special guest appearance by Katie Holmes during the season also!
(Jason Segel, Neil Patrick Harris, Cobie Smulders, Alyson Hannigan)

"DARK SHADOWS:" Tim Burton's beloved story follows the story of
Barnabas Collins, an aristocrat-tumed-vampire awaken after being
entombed for two centuries. However; he discovers things are not
as he left them at his manor, and it is now home to his dysfunctional
descendants. Collins becomes determined toreturnhis family
back to its glory ... and avoid his previous lover at the same time.
(Johnney Depp, Eva Green, Michelle Pfeiffer, Helena Bonham
Carter)

Deschanel, Hannah Simone, Max Greenfield)

JESSICA GODART

Asst. A&E Editor
After a mysterious doctor offers
her a part as a general practitioner, Dr. Zoe Hart, packs her bags
and takes her New York attitude to Bluebell, Ala. When she finds
the doctor has died, though, and left half the practice to her, she
must deal with not only a new town but a completely new lifestyle.
(Rachel Bilson, Scott Porter, Cress Williams)
"HART OF DIXIE - SEASON ONE:"

After a heart-breaking split from her
boyfriend, Jess moves in with three guys who are far from being
issue free themselves. Nick, Winston and Schmidt give Jess a run
for her money with problems, but with her best friend, Cece, by her
side, she works her way through these new arrangements. (Zooey
"NEW GIRL - SEASON ONE:"

they find each other growing in adulthood and moving on different
paths. (AnnaLynne McCord, Shenae Grimes, Jessica Lowndes, Matt
Lanter)

"PEOPLE LIKE U S : "
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The History of 'Glee is Re-Written in this Week's Episode
MONICA NEWELL

,

Asst. Features Editor
This episodereallystarts off with a strong feeling
of 'How Can We Re-Write Glee History?' Blaine
decides to sign up for every club, under the
reasoning that he had let the seniors shine last year.
Blaine, you sang in almost every episode last
season, were the lead in the school play and one
of the stars in the Christmas Special that aired on
PBS. How is that letting the seniors shine? Oh,
and lefs not forget the fact that you were the lead
of the Warblers back at Dalton when you were a
sophomore.
Moving past the expository (and background
song from Blaine, where the audience is granted
with a lovely image of Darren Criss dressed as a
wizard), the focus shifts to New York where Kurt
sits for an interview for an internship at Vogue. Can
I just take this moment to mention that his hippo
brooch really creeps me out? He somehow gets it
as soon as he walks in, and I'm not even going to
touch the lack of logic in that.

Back at Lima, apparently Brittney is still under
the impression that you can run for student office
with a 0.0 GPA. She runs against Blaine and enlists
Artie's help by stating that it would be good for
college applications. Artierepliesby informing her
that he has a 4.0 GPA and got a perfect score on his
SAT. During this conversation, Brittney admits that
she forgot she and Artie dated (see season two).
Glee picks up on its very annoying habit of
making fun of itself when the Gleeks ask Mr.
Schue if he'd ask the rules committee why some
Glee clubs sang more than others at Nationals last
season (even though the viewers only got to see
three of the clubs, and the New Directions sang the
most). Apparently, National Show Choir winners
get to host the National Rules committee? ... Okay,
sounds reasonable.
Schue apparently has no good ideas when it comes
to song selections, and Sue lovingly points that out,
returning to the only character who doesn't want
to make the viewers gouge their eyes out with a
rusty spoon.
Uh, Ryan, one quick point. At the end of season

three, you had Sue pair up with the swim coach
to take out Figgins. Assuming it worked because
of the fact that Figgins hasn't had any airtime,
shouldn't that have been mentioned?
Throughout the show, things take a turn for
the weird and the unbelievable. There's no way
a student would get away with stripping during
school hours during a student council debate, even
if that student is played by Chord Overstreet and
has the muscles to placate all die fans who missed
his shirtless antics in season two. Hey! Props to
Glee writers forrememberingthat Sam was in fact
a stripper in season three. +1 for continuity.
Another point of disbelief comes when Kurt and
Rachel break into Kurf s place of employment to
give Rachel a makeover; and when caught by die
boss, are not charged with breaking and entering.
I'm pretty sure that even if Kurt had a key pass,
going to work around midnight to steal clothes is
worthy of criminal charges.
McKinley students can apparently be in two places
at once, as shown by one of the many oddly chosen
songs in this episode, debates were held (why were

there no debates when Kurt was running in season
three?) with a bowtie-less Blaine participating,
and therevelationthat Brittney thinks she can ban
summer vacation and weekends.
Will might leave McKinley, meaning he may or
may not get off a certain viewer's television set
leaving her in absolute glee.
Rachel seems to be moving on from Finn
(thankfully) as she invites Brody to her apartment
for dinner the following night. "Glee" writers, you
lost that point you gained when you forgot, yet
again, that Rachel is a vegan.
The electionresultsfor McKinley are announced,
and Blaine is the winner. Why couldn't it have taken
one episode last season? Artie is dating Sugar, who
is still dating Rory, who's fallen off the face of the
earth. Fans of "Doctor Who," any thoughts?
Sadly, Blaine does not get to share the good news
with Kurt as he tries to call his boyfriend but gets
hung up on. Meanwhile in New York, there's
trouble in paradise when a kiss between Brody
and Rachel is broken up by a knock on the door,
revealed later to be ... Finn!

Season Two Premiere: Magic Came, Saw and Conquered The Autumn

•hotoCourtesy static, wetpaint.me
The mysterious Dr. Whale threatens a powerless Regina when magic returns to Storybrooke.
MEGAN WADE

Copy Editor

When last we left "Once
Upon a Tune," a huge,
purple cloud of magic was
rolling through Storybrooke,
ominously
engulfing
everyone in its path.
Well, in the season
two premiere we don't
immediately get to see
how that turns out for
our heroes and villains.
Instead, the show opens
with Michael RaymondJames'
still-unknown
character traipsing through
a big city before receiving
a mysterious postcard from
Storybrooke via a pigeon
îrprised
(of course). I'm sui

at how early RaymondJames' character has been
introduced. Granted, we
still don't know his name or
how soon he will reappear
in the show, let alone who
he is and his relation to
Storybrooke. For now, best
guesses are that he is either
Rumplestiltskin's missing
son
Baelfire,
Henry's
absentee father or possibly
both. If s hard to be too sure
with this show, since many
fans (including myself) had
the same two hypotheses
about August, and were
pretty wrong.
Meanwhile in Storybrooke,
we get to see how everyone is
dealing with the immediate
aftermath of the curse

ending while still being
stuck in Storybrooke. And
let me say, not everyone is
pleased as punch.
We might not know exactly
who Dr. Whale is yet but
he certainly is stepping up
and making his presence
in town known this season.
Whipping the townspeople
into a mob-ish frenzy,
manhandling a powerless
Regina, snarking back to
David/Prince
Charming
(who is apparently not his
prince). No major clues
yet as to die identity of
my favorite mystery of the
show, but at least we know
he's not from the same runof-the-mill fairytales as
most of the other characters.

Queue the awkward
family tensions. Now that
everyone's regained their
memories
and
finally
believes in the reality of
curses and fairytales, the
awkward reunion between
a 28-year-old woman and
the 20-something, fairytale
royalty parents that gave
her up for the good of the
many can commence.
Snow
White/Mary
Margaret is keen on talking
things over with Emma and
settling into happy family
mode, while Emma, who's
spent her entire life as a
lone-wolf, has no idea how
to deal with this situation,
so she does what she does
best: ignores the issue.
.
In this week's parallel
storyline in Fairytale Land,
we're introduced to Prince
Philip 0ulian Morris), his
warrior woman companion
Mulan (Jamie Chung) and
his Sleeping Beauty, Princess
Aurora (Sarah Bolger).
Here we have the issue
of
"old-school,
damsel
in
distress.
Disney
princess
meets
newschool,
independently
capable Disney heroine."
Understandably, the two
do not get along at all,
with Princess Aurora being
a feminist's nightmare,
completely
doubting
Mulan's ability to be an
unmarried,
independent
female fighter.
The final scene of the
show
was
amazingly

mind-blowing
with its
revelation and sets the
tone and direction of the
new season and following
episodes perfectly. With
Snow White and Emma
stranded in fairytale land
with Mulan and Princess
Aurora, we now have a
quartet of heroines to take
us through season two. It
looks like Snow White/
Mary Margaret and Emma
will have plenty of time to
do some mother/daughter
bonding and talk things
over.
However, I think Princess
Aurora is going to have a
rough time with these three
independent and capable
women. I foresee her having
to toughen up or get left
behind.
Disappointedly Ignored
Issue of the Episode: What
happened
to
August/
Pinocchio? When last we
saw August, he had turned
completely
back
into
wood and was left lying,
inanimate, in his hotel room.
No news yet on whether or
not he was restored or if
anyone even thought to go
move him out of his room.
I give this episode a
whopping 5/5 and can't
wait to see what the rest of
season two has in store for
us.
"Once Upon a Time"
comes on Sundays at 8 p.m.
EST on ABC.

'How I Met Your Mother': Marriage Isn't a Walk in the Park
LAWSON BABER

Contributor

CAUTION: SPOILER ALERT!

Sept. 24 marked the premiere
of the new season of "How I Met
Your Mother," with its first episode
entitled "Farhampton." For those
of you who have kept up, season
seven ended with Lily and Marshall
welcoming their first son into
the world, Victoria leaving her
wedding to ride off into the sunset
with Ted and Barney proposing to
Quinn. The final episode of the last
season ended with Ted at Barney's
wedding and the audience finding
out that his bride is Robin. It would
appear that season eight is going to
be the final season, or so we hope,
lest our interest is lost completely.
This is your last warning if you
have not seen the new episode and
want it to remain a surprise. Season
eight began with a shot of Ted
after Barney and Robin's wedding,
followed by a flashback of Ted and
Robin before the wedding. Robin
confesses to Ted that she is having
second thoughts about getting
married, as is Barney. Ted then

« - 4 triggers
_ makes a comment which
yet another flashback. This is a
technique that the series has used
to the point where the novelty has
worn off. The point of flashbacks
within flashbacks all rolled into one
big flashback is to drag the series
out and tease the viewers.
Moving on, Marshall & Lily are
adjusting to parenting. They seem
extremely tired and even delirious,
not completely
understanding
what is going on due to their sleep
deprivation. I thought this was
a bit too comical and took away
from the believability, especially
when Marshall and Lily's vision is
portrayed as a cheesy underwater
effect.
Barney and Quinn are planning for
their wedding. Personally, I never
cared for these two as a couple.
Quinn asks Robin and Lily to be
her bridesmaids, and it is revealed
that she is unaware that Barney and
Robin used to date. Barney says that
it is impossible for Quinn to find
out and proceeds to show Robin
how he edited her out of all their
old pictures. The plan seems solid
enough, until Lily ends up spilling
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Barney is made to explain his history
with Robin in under a minute,
which I found humorous. Barney
and Robin end up convincing
Quinn there is no chance they will
get back together. However, this
point is maderedundanttoward the
end when Barney reveals to Robin
a secret storage locker with all of
the pictures and memories of their
relationship intact.
On to Mosby's side of the story. He
insists that Victoria leave her fiancé,
Klaus, a note before leaving him at
the altar. After a few entertaining
antics, Ted manages to plant the
letter in Victoria's room only to
discover that Klaus (played by
Thomas Lennon) also does not want
to get married. Mosby confronts him
wondering why he couldn't marry
Victoria. These last few minutes
contain .the redeeming moments
of this episode. Klaus explains that
Victoria is indeed wonderful, but
she is not everything he has ever
wanted, which he describes as a
"lifelong treasure of destiny." He
asks Ted if he has ever met someone
like that, and tells him dut he
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connection is instantaneous.
The episode concludes by
returning to Ted, as we left him at
the beginning of the episode, as a
taxi pulls up and lets out a woman
with a yellow umbrella. This further
fuels my suspicion that this will
be the long awaited final season. I
must admit, for a die-hard fan such
as myself, seeing Ted so close to the
woman with die yellow umbrella
(who is supposedly the mother) was
a complete "Avvww" moment.
In conclusion, I feel that this
season is a bit more mature than
the previous season. It is only to be
expected with the birth of Marshall
and Lily's child and two weddings
on die horizon. My hopes are that the
upcoming episodes will be executed
with a bit more fineness and clever
humor. All in all, I have to give this
episode a thumb up (just one). The
episode accomplished what it was
supposed to, and that was to set up
this season to be the grand finally.
The ending was excellent as were
the antics of Thomas Lennon. I
hope to see him in more upcoming
episodes.

'Looper': A Smart Sci-fi Thriller and Instant Classic
KEVIN GREEN

Staff Reporter

Every now and then, a film will seemingly
come out of nowhere and surprise an audience.
"Looper" is such a film. A big reason why this
film is such a surprise is because of its director
and screenwriter, Rian Johnson. Johnson has only
directed three major motion pictures. One of
these was 2006's critically acclaimed noir-thriller
"Brick." His latest offering is daring, thrilling and
easily one of the best films of the year.
Science fiction can be a tricky business when
it comes to story. Often times a sci-fi film will
have a good set-up, but will ultimately trip on its
own rules. "Looper" is not like that in any way.
Johnson's smart screenplay and clever direction
keep this production out of those pit falls.
The story is centered on a looper named Joe
(Joseph Gordon-Levitt and Bruce Willis). A looper
is a futuristic assassin that takes out the trash of
mobs. They kill people sent from the future to tieup loose ends.
When one of his targets turns out to be himself,
younger Joe (Gordon-Levitt) is unsure of what to
do. In addition, Joe breaks one of the few rules
loopers have: Never let your target get away.
From there, everything in Joe's past, present and
future goes haywire.
The cast in this film is phenomenal. Both Willis
and Gordon-Levitt bring different elements
to who is essentially the same character. Their
scenes together are flawless and electrifying; die

café scene is particularly memorable with some
slick and witty dialogue.
It is clear that Gordon-Levitt is quickly becoming
a star. He has strung together phenomenal work
recently with projects such as "50/50" and "The
Dark Knight Rises." The sky is seemingly the
limit for the youngster.
Jeff Daniels comes out of the woodwork and
delivers an enjoyable performance as Abe, the
boss of the loopers. The rest of the cast is mostly
unrecognizable, but they all bring their A-game.
The shocking part of the cast is Pierce Gagnon
who plays 10-year-old Cid. Gagnon is scary-good
as a child who is probably too smart for his own
good.
Emily Blunt does a terrific job as Cid's tough
mother, Sara. Sara is a character who may remind
some of Sarah Conner from "The Terminator/'
but Blunf s Sara is different. She takes a left turn
where the "Terminator" Sarah went right. It is
clear that Johnson was inspired by sci-fi classics
when drawing up certain aspects of this story.
As mentioned above, the screenplay by Johnson
is sharp as a tack. It is not overly complicated (i.e.
"Inception"), but it does not dumb things down
to an elementary level, either. There is a nice
balance between the two. In addition, there is a
good bit of heavy emotional weight to go along
with the intelligence. This heaviness is weighed
in the socio-political issues on display and die
story arcs of die lead characters.
But the smartest aspect of die script is that
Johnson takes careful consideration to set up

this futuristic world before going headlong into
the action. That is not to say that the opening is
in anyway slow or boring. In fact, it is just the
opposite. The world created by Johnson and
company is thoroughly engrossing and almost
disturbing.
The Earth shown in "Looper" lies somewhere
between the dystopian world in "Children of
Men" and the technologically advanced world of
"L Robot." The visual effects of the future cities
are jaw dropping for sure, but they are never
over-the-top. This adds layers of believability to
what is going on.
Because of these elements, the third act works
wonders. Both Joes have their own motivation
and those motives reach a fever pitch resulting
in a breath-taking climax. The resolution of
that climax will leave audiences stunned and
speechless for a long while. There is quite a bit
for one to mull over long after the credits roll.
The bottom line: "Looper" is easily one of
the best science-fiction films in a long time. It is
thought provoking, smart and daring in ways
that most films are not. Rian Johnson has crafted
a modern day classic that is a stark reminder of
why we go to the movies.

Blues Strike
Again
KATIE REILLY

A&E Editor

I have skipped three classes in
total this semester. All three skips
happened these past two weeks
because it is most definitely that
time of year again. The time of
year when that drive that had you
going at die beginning of the year
is slowly dying. And its death is a
painful one. Midterm grades just got
submitted and teachers are throwing
papers, tests, quizzes and the like
A&E
at you because you have learned
COLUMN
enough to actually, maybe, possibly
do well on them. And thaf s why
you start skipping classes because you can't possibly
gain any more information at this moment in time, and
you didn't do the homework, and if s an 8 a.m. on a
rainy Monday. The worst part is that teachers know
you are burning out and all they want to do is keep
you motivated. Deep down, a part of you wants to be
motivated again and you feel really bad letting your
schoolwork and motivation slip, but you're just so
tired.
Lef s add some icing to this cake. This is the time
when everyone starts to get sick. I'm not talking about
the litde head cold, I'm talking about die fact that your
suitemates are coughing their lungs out and people
are suffering from scratchy throats that turn into strep
and fevers that turn into the flu. The random weather
patterns of fall make for some rough, cold days paired
with warmer ones that mess with your immune
system. And since you are already skipping classes just
for the heck of it, die last thing you want is to get sick
and need to skip class.
As a junior, I have learned a couple tips that make
this time of year slightly more bearable. I'm not
promising miracles or a magicalrecovery,but they
might make you skip one less class and feel just slighdy
better.
Number one: Make a list. I am not actually a list
maker by nature. I don't even really use a planner
but that all slowly starts to change as the weeks gain

"Don't let your failure
happen In making
excuses for yourself."
momentum and suddenly I have sixteen things to do in
a day. So, I figured out a way to stay sane: Make a list
that only has the things you absolutely have to do on
that day and throughout the week. Do you really have
to do laundry, clean your room or call your parents?
Is that maybe something that can wait for another day
that doesn't have you stressing out, where you don't
have sixteen things to do? Be smart about your list
making and pace yourself. If you have to write a paper,
give yourself an extra hour instead of saying you have
to get it done in two. If you finish early, thaf s extra
time to do something that wasn't on your list.
Number two: Buy vitamin C. Yes, orange juice is
great, but the bottle of vitamins from CVS is better. It
naturally helps boost your immune system and helps
fight infections, germs and the basic sicknesses of fall.
It helps prevent you from getting sick and helps you
kick it when you do, which just makes everything
better, because lef s face it, you don't have time for die
three hour nap you need when you feel terrible.
Number three: Give yourself a reward system. This
works in your favor in every single way. I'm a messy
person by nature, and when I first came to college
I made a deal with myself: If I kept my room clean
I would get to reward myself with an iced coffee
from McDonalds (they are amazing) at die end of die
week. It is still working in my favor. The same can be
applied to doing homework and making sure you have
done the reading (or class. Make deals with yourself,
use food as a motivator or hours of free time doing
something you love. If you read for all your classes you
get to bake that sheet of brownies and eat as many as
you want. Just make sure you lock yourself into the
deal. I can't go get an iced coffee unless I have a clean
room, and I better feel really guilty if I do and my room
is a mess.
Number four Don't procrastinate. That is so much
easier said than done, but really. If you are making
your lists and not getting sick and giving yourself
treats, don't let your failure happen in making excuses
for yourself. You should know from your list making
that you have a paper due Friday, so don't wait till
Thursday night (or Friday morning, God forbid) to do
it. Stick to thus schedule you make for yourself and if
you get all that done, maybe you can squeeze that nap
in. After all at that point you've probably earned it.

RATING: 5/5
*** This editorial is mi opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the views of The Rotunda or Longwood
University.
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After Fear Comes Healing: A True Account from a Sexual Assault Victim
Chick-fil-A and the bookstore
when an older man walked from
Opinion Editor
the Virginia Street parking lot
Sexual harassment is becoming towards us. It was pretty chilly
that night, but the skies were
a reoccurring theme here at
clear and the wind had died
Longwood. Most people do
down, so we were both wearing
not think about being sexually
jeans
and hoodies. The man
harassed by the cat-calls coming
asked
me for a cigarette and I
from the windows above them
gave
him
one. Typically, when
as they walk down the sidewalk
you
bum
someone
a cigarette
because it happens so often.
they
walk
away
smoking
it
My question is: What do
or
smoke
it
then
immediately
you do when you're not only
leave. This guy didn't. He sat
sexually harassed, but sexually
down at the table with my
assaulted? Further than that,
roommate and me and began
what do you do when you're
making small talk.
sexually assaulted outside of
I didn't mind making small
the building you live in? I know
talk
with this guy if it meant
most people don't think about
he'd
smoke faster and leave us
being sexually assaulted in
college; 1 know I didn't — well, 1 alone, but anyone could smell
the liquor rolling off of him.
didn't until it happened to me.
Yeah, it was a Saturday, but it
Last year, I lived in the
wasn't even completely dark
Longwood Landings above
yet. Who gets that drunk at
Chick-fil-A. On Nov. 19,2011,
5:30 in the afternoon? I'll tell
I went outside with one of my
you who — the known town
roommates to smoke a cigarette
alcoholic who also just happens
at 5:30 p.m. I remember the
to be the barber on Griffin
night like it was yesterday.
Boulevard.
We were sitting at the red
After about 10 minutes of
tables in the courtyard between
COURTNEY CARROLL

obliging him in conversation,
he readied over and slapped
me on the behind. That was it.
My roommate and I got up and
walked over to the door of our
building. He must have been
quicker than we were because
just as we were opening the
door, he reached out, grabbed
me by the arm and pulled me
back out and tried to kiss me.
I realize that I wasn't raped,
but I was violated in a way
that probably nobody will ever
understand.
Immediately after we got
into the lobby of the building,
I called the Campus Police and
told them everything that had
happened. When they arrived
at my location, I told them what
he was wearing, what he was
carrying with him and gave the
police officer the phone number
that the man had given me.
That*s right, he was so drunk he
gave me his name and phone
number.
I didn't even have to finish
my story before Officer
Thorpe knew exactly who I

was talking about. Turns out,
he's been arrested numerous
times before. He had assaulted
people, been drunk in public
and the police officers told me
they were waiting on him to
sexually assault someone. I just
happened to be outside the
night he was feeling frisky.
Don't get me wrong, I'm
not trying to make light of the
situation. This was one of the
scariest nights of my life. I had
my roommate with me the
whole time and she's still my
smoking partner at night.
It's been almost a year since
this happened to me and
I cannot go outside of my
building at night without the
tremors starting up again. I have
night classes and I practically
run home afterwards because
I'm afraid of being out in
Farmville at night. Who knows
what type of person is lurking in
the shadows around the corners
of buildings.
There are people down at the
Landings that truly scare me.
My only wish is that the campus

police monitored better. I should
not be afraid of my Longwood
housing because of the people
that live in this town.
The man who assaulted me
was found guilty on all charges
in March of this year. He
was sentenced to one year in
prison, with six months of that
suspended because it was his
first sexual assault. I have been
afraid of going outside at night
for a year, but this man only
spent six months in prison and
is now walking around free?
That doesn't seem right to me.
What do I do if I pass him
on the street? What happens
if he instantly recognizes me
as the girl who put him in
prison because of unwanted
sexual advances that went too
far? How long do I have to
hide from the outside at night
because I'm afraid of who I'm
going to encounter down at the
Landings?
I may graduate in May, but the
fear will live with me no matter
where I go after Longwood.
I am absolutely aware of my

surroundings even at home or
sitting in a locked car with the
windows up at a stop sign. I
have lost trust in strangers. Is
this my fault? Could I have done
something different? How can I
live my life without being afraid
all the time?
I beg you all, please be more
aware of your surroundings. I
was with a friend when I was
assaulted. If you are assaulted,
come forward and do something
about it. Nobody has the right to
make you afraid of your home
for over half of the year.
I am slowly getting over
this assault by writing. This
is my healing process. I've
tried talking to people about
what happened to me, but that
doesn't help. Somehow, they
always find a way to make it
more about what I didn't do
right rather than what happened
that night. Find your own way
of healing. Do not let an abuser
get the best of you.

Why is Violence Such an Important Aspect of Our Society?
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Opinion Editor

Sometime over the summer, I was listening to
a radio show about hate groups. Its focus was
one of the most sensitive topics of the last four
decades. In the United States, we have small
widespread populations whose only aim is to hurt
other people for some specific reason. Often, if s
because the people they hurt don't want to hurt
other people.
Well, if you read the title, you'll know that
this is a piece about violence and not hate - two
concepts I'm not going to confuse in this opinion.
Here, hate is only a way into understanding
violence since they often overlap.
During the show's airtime, the moderator
discussed hate, its appeal and its reason to exist
with a former hate group member and an FBI
agent who investigated these organizations. The
FBI agent said a lot of things, but what that really
stuck with me was what the former member said
was his reason for joining. His father rewarded
him as a child whenever he was violent and
when he fell into a group that did just that; he

•.
•«
violence.
felt at home. It wasn't hatred of non-whites, or
Sometimes if s depicted in films as the observer
even colored-loving whites that motivated him. It
horrified
by senseless death, as in "Hotel
was a very non-normative but supportive family
Rwanda."
Other times, if s the hero dishing out
group and the fact that he'd known for a very
bloody
retribution
on the obvious bad guys.
long time that hurting others is a good thing.
Sometimes
if
s
the
horror
of a mass shooting. The
So what does this have to do with you — a
moral
of
the
cultural
story:
if you're big, strong
person who is probably not a hate group member
and
righteous
you
can
kill
whoever
you think fits
or ever especially worried about hate groups?
the
bill.
If
people
to
whom
you
can't
easily relate
The answer is simple. We have all said it was
end
up
dying,
it
doesn't
matter.
awesome when Rambo kills 30 people on screen
I think there is something particularly wrong
or Clint Eastwood leads the Dirty Dozen to cook
with
that picture. It isn't how right and wrong are
a theatre full of Nazis alive, women and children
explained
by Mom and Dad, but it seems an even
included.
stronger
influence,
the groups of people telling
Do I think we should all watch "My Little Pony"
us
what
is
acceptable
in their quarter, speaks
and pretend that movies don't include someone
differently.
It
says,
when
it is reasonable, you need
getting booboos? No. I think overstated violence
to
show
how
tough
you
are
and that means hurt
is just as funny as the next person. However, I
someone.
don't forget about the possibilities. One man's
Often, the brand of out-of-control violence, to
escapism is another man's morality.
which
the radio show's guest used to belong,
Well, the critic might say your primary example
comes
out of a lack of a supportive family which
of a violent individual did not learn to be violent
steers
most
people away from considering
from films, but from his father. They'd be right
violence
as
more
than a very special option. The
and I wouldn't say that films make people hurt
culture
in
which
many
of us live, even outside of
others or think if s permissible. I would say
this
country,
promotes
violence
as a valid plan of
that they represent a spotty national reaction to

sHÎAnfrhofnn
rtvoc something
«¡nmpthinp positive
nositive about
action that proves
about the
the
individual. They can stand up for themselves.
However, most of us know that the use of force is
reserved for just a few people. We are also taught
to cope with disputes in largely non-violent ways.
People who are not taught that violence isn't
usually appropriate by their families end up using
the cultural model.
As was hinted at before, this was intended
only as an escape fromreality.And the question
remains: why is violence something into which
we can escape? Some would argue that it reminds
us of what we could do without social constraints.
I doubt this as a reasonable explanation.
Even without someone saying violence is bad,
one person can hurt another as well as anyone
else. What we like to escape into is violence that
doesn't harm us at all but only the people we
dislike: the bad guys. When violence is actually
used, it hurts both combatants in some ways that
are very hard to ignore. Maybe violence unbound
is really only part of our wish to be able to do
anything without consequences.

Sleep Deprivation and the Actual Toll it Takes on Your Body

. ^ ^ ^
baffle me and the people who studied
two weeks ago when it was assigned
all semester and didn't do as well.
or started studying for that test a week
Opinion Editor
I honestly believe that after my
earlier, I can guarantee that your grades
all-nighters, my body does not feel
would
have
been
better
than
they
were
Sleep deprivation is a serious problem
the same. It is extremely angry with
after writing a paper the night before
among college-aged students. We have
me for depriving it of the one thing it
or
cramming
for
a
big
test.
We
all
know
a lot on our plates on a daily basis:
loves more than anything else: sleep.
if s true, but procrastination always
classes, meetings, homework and the
According to many websites on sleep
seems to show its ugly face especially
social lives we all want to have. Yes,
deprivation, the symptoms include:
when we don't want it to.
our lives are often very stressful, but
irritability, careless mistakes, difficulty
I've made a "non-procrastination"
no, there is no actual need to stay up
concentrating, increased stress and
pact with my roommate for three years
all night writing a paper or studying
slower reaction times. I have definitely
now. Have we always started our
for a test. The stress of a college work
experienced all of these after 24 hours
projects weeks before they're due? Of
load, a part time job and membership
of being awake. All of my friends can
course not. Do we regret it later? Of
in organizations are a large cause of
tell that I haven't gotten enough sleep if
course we do. I can tell everyone with
this sleep deprivation. As students,
I bite their heads off for no reason upon
complete certainty that I look back on
we need to realize the harm that stress
my freshman and sophomore years and seeing them, if I cannot concentrate
and sleep deprivation cause our bodies
in any of my classes or to any
wish that I had done things differently.
and minds and the ways to avoid these
conversations I have and if my mind
I wish I had studied differently — or
damaging behaviors.
definitely cannot think fast enough to
studied at all — for some classes and
Every pamphlet I've read or speech
answer surprise questions on tests.
gotten those extra points I desperately
I've heard says the same thing: lack of
Repair your brain every night. I find
needed
to
get
a
higher
grade
in
the
sleep makes a person less productive,
it helpful if I get about 6 or 7 hours
class.
I
have
tried,
and
failed,
to
pull
even if you're getting things done. If
of sleep each night and power nap
all-nighters over the years. I have also
you do not sleep, your brain does not
during the day. If I do have to stay up
successfully
studied
a
semester's
worth
always process material the way it
late one occasional night to finish some
of
information
the
night
before
the
final
should be processed. You may think
homework, I make sure I get at least
exam
and
somehow
pulled
out
an
A
on
you're going to get a great grade on this
5 hours in order to function properly
the
test
and
for
the
class.
My
actions
paper, but if you had written that paper
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hotos By: insomnialgoy.com
Lack of sleep makes a person less productive, even H you're getting things done.

around people. If you do have to, or
feel you have to, pull an all-nighter,
make sure you sleep as soon as possible
the next day. Finish your studies for the
night and let your body rest after. Make

sure you mend your brain and body to
keep yourself happier and stress-free.

International Student Corner
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Props to:

Drops to:

+ Sleeping in
+ Birthday dinner
+ Sweater weather
+ Winning a contest
+ Unexpected mail

- Phobias
- Overdrawing your account
- Horrible battery life
• Stubbing your toe
- Waving at a stranger

f
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Sports
The Longwood Outdoor Club - Roughing It All Semester Long
.

• , — .

Has the Strategic Plan
Been a Success?

. . « « ¡ « i t of fVio l a e t m p p t i n f f
interest in going camping
at the last meeting,
and by that Friday, Thomason and his board ERIC HOBECK
Asst. NeTVS Editor
planned and executed the trip. Thomason called Sports Editor
the camping "real camping." This club is truly
The Longwood Outdoor Club is a very active
"roughing it" all semester long.
part of the Longwood community on campus. This
To be in the Outdoor Club, members must pay
I was there, sitting on the
particular club has been around since Longwood
$5 for dues and attend the weekly meetings on front row on Jan. 23,2012
was just a college up until 2002. Since that time,
Tuesdays at 4:30 p.m. in front of the Health & in Blackwell Hall. At 1:11
they have made a name for themselves and have
Fitness Center, and do a minimum of two hours of p.m., a crowd of hundreds
been getting many students involved.
community service for the semester.
rose to their feet and cheered
President Emory Thomason, a biology major and
Those that are interested in joining the club, on as Big South Conference
an outdoor education minor, said that the club
or just want to ask some questions, may contact President Penelope Kyle
can do anything within reason and with enough
Thomason at emory.thomason@live.longwood. invited Longwood to the Big
interest. "This semester we had a lot of people
edu.
| South. I was one of those
who wanted to go white water rafting again,"
folks.
Thomason said. He added that there would be
Through some casual
SPOKTS
following of the men's
COLUMN
basketball team about
eight years back when I
had a brother and a close family friend attend
Freda
with
seven
goals
on
closed us down early and
minute of the contest. The until they get older."
KEVIN GREEN
Longwood, and when I was considering
the
year.
The
standout
freshOn Saturday, the Lancers we just couldn't get into a
goal would end up being the
Staff Reporter
applying here when 1 was in high school, I have
man
has
scored
five
goals
in
game-winner as the Lancers had trouble finding offen- rhythm as far as our passing
seen a small part of the Athletics Department
the
last
five
games
for
Winand
possession
goes."
The
It was another weekend were never seriously chal- sive tempo against Coastal
grow in leaps and bounds. My understanding of
throp.
The
Eagles'
other
star
Lancers
only
totaled
seven
of firsts for the Longwood lenged in the game. "The Carolina University (CCU).
the 14 NCAA intercollegiate athletic teams, and
forward,
sophomore
Devin
shots
in
the
game,
five
of
women's soccer team. The first goal is so important... it The Lancers dropped a 2-0
which were considered shots Puckett, is second on the what goes behind the operations of those teams,
Lancers split two road games is just such a difference-mak- decision to the Chanticleers,
has only increased over a year of writing about
team with four goals.
on goal.
over the weekend to put er in how the game unfolds making it the first time LongDyer said, "As far as prepa- them.
The playing conditions
wood has lost a Big South
their record at 8-4 and 3-1 in from there," said Dyer.
Sports at Longwood have indeed come a long
ration goes, you just have to
Pardue would assist in the contest. The game was tied were hardly ideal for either
the Big South Conference.
way
since 2002, when then-President Dr. Patricia
heading into the locker room side due to rain the days know where they are at all
In the first game on Thurs- second goal scored by freshCormier
informed the NCAA of Longwood's
before the Chanticleers broke leading up to the contest. times ... you can't let them
day, the Lancers downed the man Haylea Witz. It was
intent
to
reclassify
to Division 1 from Division n.
the deadlock in the 61st min- "Coastal [Carolina] just dealt get started."
Charleston Southern Bucca- Witz's second goal of the seaThere
have
been
one-win
seasons and conference
Following the Thursday
ute on a goal from senior with it better than we did,"
neers 2-0. It was a game of son, and the goal effectively
championships
(albeit
in
one-sport
conferences),
game against Winthrop, the
said Dyer.
Ashley Day.
firsts for the Lancers as it was put the game away. Witz is
firings,
suspensions
and
broken
records.
The road does not get any Lancers will host the 2-9-0
The Lancers had problems
the team's first road confer- one of many freshmen seeing
It all comes back to the Athletics Strategic
easier
for the Lancers go- (1-3 BSC) Bulldogs of Gardence victory as a member of playing time this season. The putting consistent offensive
Plan,
which was created in 2009 by Troy Austin,
ner-Webb on Saturday. With
the Big South. According to Lancers have 10 freshmen on pressure on the Chanticleers. ing forward as they face the over one-third of their Big director for athletics. Thefirststrategic initiative
19th-year head coach Todd the roster this season as well According to Dyer, the front- Winthrop Eagles (6-4-1, 3-0-1 South schedule done, Lanc- was securing conference membership, and was
line of the Longwood attack BSC) on Thursday at home.
Dyer, the Lancers got good as 10 sophomores.
ers are third in the Big South deservedly the primary focus-point of the plan.
Nine of the Lancers' 17 to- could not hold on to the ball The Eagles come in to the behind Winthrop and the That has certainly been achieved. The Big South
production for a majority of
tal goals have come from that long enough. Dyer partly contest red-hot with a 6-4-1 Radford Highlanders (7-2-1, is a competitive, geographic and academic fit for
the game.
record, and are unbeaten in
Junior midfielder Kelsey group this season. On the attributes that to the effort
Longwood. I'll give them an A+ there.
seven games after a 0-4 start. 3-0-1 BSC).
of
the
Chanticleers
defense.
Pardue earned her fifth goal production, Dyer said, "We
The second initiative was "Student-Athlete
Dyer adds, "It's crunch
Dyer said, "If you want to
of the season in the 18th need it [now]; we can't wait "We've got to do a better job
Enhancement."
Women's golf and women's
of dealing with pressure. be the best, you have to beat time, so we have to stay fotennis
recently
received
awards for their
We have to keep teams the best and that's them right cused, stay hungry and keep
consistently
stellar
academic
records. There
getting
better."
honest and make them now."
are
now
the
three
necessary
members
of the
defend us."
The Eagles are led by sophAcademic
Support
staff
as
called
for
in
the plan
Dyer said, 'They omore forward Krystyna
and all 14 teams were above the NCAA-required
Academic Progress Rate of 925 in the 2010-11
school year. Easy for me to give an A here, as
H | Michael Wallace's article about the Miami Heat, he talks about
well.
iv the Heat have picked up some serious talent to help them
When it comes to the third initiative,
»me only the second team in the past 10 seasons to win back to
"(Creating] and [Maintaining] a Competitive
jk NBA championship*. However, Heat head coach, Erik SpoelI Advantage," thaf s where I have a slight issue.
•a went so far as to say he will be "vowing to remove at least one
Yes, teams have won conference titles — men's
tn from his motivational messages entering camp." That word
soccer has won two since 2008, for example.
w
repeat."
ERIC HOBECK, SPORTS EDITOR (12-8);
Other teams have had winning records and
WAccording to Wallace, Spoelstra said at the Heaf s media day at No. 5 Georgia over No. 6 South Carolina: I'm in the minority on this one, but Georgia
have competed on thefieldas best as can be
AmericanAirlinea Arena, "I'm not even going to use that word. We is a very solid team this year. Led by Coach Mark Richt and quarterback Aaron Muij&y,
expected for a Division I independent in the
jpive a chance to win another title. Everyone will be gunning for
middle of nowhere. Softball almost made the
the Dawgs will win by one in Columbia.
us. Teams have loaded up. It's a different challenge for us this year No. 10 Florida over No. 4 LSIL- Will Muschamp is a solid coach, and in The Swamp, his
NCAA Tournament in 2011, for crying out loud,
a completely new journey."
and the only reason they didn't was probably
boys will knock off the national championship hopeful Tigers on national television.
f During the off-season the Heat picked up some pretty talented No. 8 West Virginia over No. 11 Texas: Geno Smith threw for eight of West Virginia's 10
because of their then-independent status. Others,
players to bolster their roster. Player* like Rashard Lewis and Ray touchdowns last week in the 70-63 win over Baylor that seemed more like a basketball
such as men's and women's basketball, however,
•^Ulen, die latter of which was previously on the Boston Celtic* will
have not had similar successes. The men's team
game. Forget about WVU's defense; Mountaineers take this
be Joining LeBron James, Dwyane Wayde and Chris Bosh to help Pittsburgh over Philadelphia: The Steelers are well-rested coming off of their bye week,
has gone 29-40 in the past two years, and the
take the team to their third all-time title. .
women's team has gone 14-45. Yes, there are ebbs
and I expect Ben Roethlisberger to take his team to a win in the Battle of the Keystone
It looks like the only thing that am hold the Heat back this seaand flows in intercollegiate sports, especially in
State.
son is injuries. Currently, Allen and Wade are both suffering from
a landscape that the teams went through since
Usuries, but it is expected that they will be recovered in time for
thereclassificationperiod from 2003-2007, and
JOSEPH SCHUMACHER. ASST. SPORTS EDITOR ( 1 1 - 9 ) ;
the Heat's season opener against the Celtics. Allen, who had sufmostly Independent status since 2007. I'm not
No. 6 South Carolina over No. 5 Georgia: South Carolina is the home team this week,
fered an ankle injury and has undergone surgery for it has been
I saying by any means that any team has stunk
and that's what I think if s going to come down to. Both teams won last week, are close
•participating in offseason practices. Wade also had surgery in the
up the joint in a highly notable way over several
as it gets in the rankings and are undefeated.
offseason, and has yet to practice with the team. In an interview for
years, but the inconsistencies leave something
No. 10 Florida over No. 4 LSU: Both teams are undefeated, highly ranked and are
the article, Wade said, "I've been here before... 1 know what to d6."
to be desired in a big way. Those inconsistencies
coming off wins this week, but I think this game has to go to Florida. They're coming
will hopefully fade away with conference
Even with injuries this season, the new additions to the roster
off of a big shutout against the University of Kentucky two weeks ago, and having a
placement, but only time will tell if that has
should be more than enough to keep the Heat in the running for
bye week last week means they will be well-rested and ready to play.
indeed happened by the 2014 deadline that the
another championship in the 2012-13 season.
No. 8 West Virginia over No. 11 Texas: West Virginia may be the away team, but they
department has set. I can't rate their success on
are coming off of a win against another ranked team and Big 12 rival Baylor; where
this point as anything higher than a B -.
they scored 70 points. While Baylor also scored 63 points, any game where you win
after scoring so much is going to be a huge confidence booster.
The fourth strategic initiative covers revenue
Philadelphia over Pittsburgh: The Eagles have the better record and have just played
generation, and according to Austin that facet of
According to the NCAA, each athlete who is being recruited is
better this season. The Steelers are coming off of a loss and a bye week, so they may be
the plan is going well. They get a B + in revenue
allotted five college visits on the NCAA's dime. In an official visit
rested but haven't had much to pick them up from that loss. It should be close, but I
generation because life, and college sports, takes
paid for by the NCAA, a recruit is only allowed to stay for a maxithink the Eagles have this one.
money and they have done an excellent job of
mum of 48 hours at a time. During these visits, the recruiters must
making money.
speed through everything they want to show the athlete, and they
D R . T I M PIERSON. VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDFNT AFFAIRS ( 8 - 8 ) ;
Thefifth,and last, initiative is the "Branding
must do it so that the athlete sees only the best of what they have
No. 6 South Carolina over No. 5 Georgia: These are two of the best teams in the
of Longwood Athletics," and they have done
to offer. The athlete can often miss things and hot really get a feel
nation in the strongest conference in college football, and I am giving the edge to the
a fantastic job of doing just that, as well.
for the given college or university if they do it this way.
Gamecocks at home in Columbia. Steve Spurrier had a first half scare against Kentucky
Conference membership, a new fight song,
What often happens now is that athletes visit the universities in
last week, and he will be sure his team is ready against a very good Georgia team.
sponsorship on scoreboards and the backs of
a more unofficial manner. This means that everything the athlete
No. 10 Florida over No. 4 LSIL This is my upset special of the week, and I am going
T-shirts, creation of the Greatest Athletics March
and his/her family do at the university is covered out of pocket.
with the Gators at home in The Swamp to end the national title hopes of LSU.
I Ever (G.A.M.E.) and the "birth" of Elwood,
This means flights, hotels, food and everything else is paid for
No. 8 West Virginia over No. 11 Texas: Can anybody stop Heisman Candidate Geno
among other enterprises, have instilled a pride
with their own money.
Smith and the Mountaineers' potent offensive attack? Not the Longhorns - 1 like West
in Longwood that has only increased in recent
Maurice Smith is one of the ESPN 150forfootballand has comVirginia to keep it going and win at Texas. 1
months. The late Dr. Bill Stuart always instilled
mitted to Alabama. In order to make the decision to commit to
Pittsburgh over Philadelphia: There is no love lost with these in-state rivals, and the
in his students to "Live the Brand." Longwood's
Alabama, Smith went on many different unofficial visits. In OlEagles are still buzzing after they knocked off the Giants Sunday night with Michael
Athletics Department must have taken Dr. B's
son's article, he says, "With planes, gas, hotels and rental cars, it's
Vkk back on his running attack. The early line favors the home team, and I like the . ¡¡f
advice, whether consciously or unconsciously,
cost at least $14,500," Smith Sr. said, "So yeah, it was a little bit "
Steelers and Big Ben to pull this one out at home.
- ~ y«flMM because the blue-and-white brand is all over
In these unofficial visits, athletes and recruiters can take their
town, from Macado's to Walmart. I give them an
time with the things they do. Instead of having to show the athlete
GUEST LAUREN KARIPIS. ROTUNDA Co-ADVISER (GUESTS 1 4 - 6 ) ;
A-.
everything in two days, they can take- as long ps the families are
No. 6 South Carolina over No. 5 Georgia: Georgia's defense has been overhyped. South
The end of this semester will mark the halfway
Willing to stay. This also means that students can do things not
Carolina is one of the best teams in the country on the offensive and defensive lines. HI
point of the plan as a whole. Has there been
related to athletics also. They can sit in on classes, visit different
take the Gamecocks at home.
success? In my mind, yes, there has. It all starts
parts of the town that the school is a part of and seethe less gloriNo. 10 Florida over No. 4 LSU: LSU just doesn't have a very good at quarterback.
with Troy Austin, whose outstanding leadership
ous parts of theirrespectiveuniversities that they would not have
They've been very ordinary thus far and should struggle to score on Florida. If Florida,
has brought Longwood athletics to new heights.
gotten to see during their official visits.
• "
can do just enough on offense, they should win.
Congratulations to Troy and everyone else,
Unofficial visits have become more of a necessity to the recruits No. 11 Texas over No. 8 West Virginia: WVU doesn't play well enough on defense, and
because in my mind, the department has earned
oi the NCAA and while they can be a bit pricy, like Olson says,
a B + so far. However, there are a lot of practices,
while it's good enough to beat some of the teams they've played so far-; it won't work
* A father can't put a price on getting to watch fus son play college
games and tournaments to go.
down
in
Austin.
football."
' v *
Philadelphia over Pittsburgh: The Eagles have made numerous mistakes and still won
^Credit goes to espn.com and Max Olsonforsome of the informathree of their first four games. Coming off a bye, the Steelers will be ready, but this is
This tifttonal u> iln opinion stated hy the u'ril
p ^ i n this article.
probably
going to be another field goal game for the Eagles, and one that they'll win.
^Byf.
'jf-.
•
,
¿if ' '-«^Aili- ki
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another rafting trip, the weekend of Oct. 21.
This club partners with the Longwood Outdoor
Program, and the two clubs often work together
to put on events and trips. Also, if you are in The
Longwood Outdoor Club then you will have the
option of taking one of the reserved spots on the
Longwood Outdoor Program trips.
The club's advisor, Gus Hemmer of Campus
Recreation, helps out the club by allowing them to
do types of projects in the ropes course area that
Longwood has. The course was created in 1987
and is located near the Longwood golf course
southeast of campus.
The Outdoor Club put together an impromptu
camping trip last weekend. Some people showed

The Lancers Split Road Games & Look Toward Homestand

SPORTS BRIEFS
Heat Going For Second Title

THE ROTUNDA^
PIGSKIN PICK 'EM

The Cost of Recruiting

M p K T S BRIEFS COMPILED BY JOSEPH SCHUMACHER, ASST. SPOKTS EDOM^

Strategic Plan Helps Athletic Department Make Strides to Improve Department
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

He added that it takes "a collective shift from
our staff and it starts with me. It goes from the
staff to the coaches to the student-athletes. We
also want a laser-like focus on how you prepare
to win and the type of things we do within our
culture to be consistently successful. I'm talking
about our approach. It will take student-athletes

taking time in the summer, coaches will probably
need more time to spend in meetings and video
breakdown and recruiting and scouting, and
the staff will need to be in a better position to
support the coaches and student-athletes so they
can do their jobs and win."
Another talking point in the plan, which is
available on the official Longwood Athletics
website under "Multimedia," is the potential

creation of a new Convocation Center for men's
and women's basketball, and perhaps other
events such as Commencement. Austin said that
due to the economic downturn, a new center
is unlikely at this time but did not rule out an
expansion or other renovation of the 1,807-seat
Willett Hall that has been the home for men's and
women's basketball at the university since 1980.
Finally, when asked if he personally believes the

plan has been successful to date, Austin said "I
believe so and ... over 80 percent of the goals we
have set out to accomplish have been achieved,
some even that I didn't even think we would
have in this time frame, like the scoreboards [that
were put in place this past summer] .You put
some [high] goals on there to stretch yourself.
And we did it."

Field Hockey Notebook: Lancers Lose Twice in Past Week, Hit NorPac Schedule
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor

A difficult season to date for Longwood
field hockey is now at a crossroads. The
next seven regular-season games are
the last ones for the Lancers (2-10, 1-0
NorPac) before the NorPac Conference
Tournament, which starts on Nov. 1 in
Farmville.
The most recent slate of games began on
Friday at the Athletics Complex against
Temple University, and for the first 55
minutes everything was going according
to plan for the Lancers to score a big home
win.
Sophomore Jessica Diaz opened the
scoring just 15 minutes in, and a Nicole
Kroener equalizer at 37:45 was answered
about a minute later by senior defender
Nicole Segala, scoring her first career goal.
Junior Stacey de Grandhomme made it 3-1
early in the second half and it seemed like
LU was well on the way to an upset.
However, seven minutes after de
Grandhomme's marker, Alyssa Delp
began a four-goal, ten-minute scoring
stretch for the Owls that can sum up
many of the Longwood games so far this

season. Delp scored at 56:21 and again to
tie at 59:04, and a Katie Briglia goal two
minutes later gave Temple a lead that they
would not lose. Amber Youtz scored past
a falling Meg Mitchell with 4:18 to go, and
that made the score 5-3, where it would
stay.
"This was a classic game of two halves.
Our first half was strong and combative.
We came out, we followed our game
plan, we structured the ball and moved it
around well," said head eighth-year head
coach Iain Byers.
"We structured the field and were able
to get a good-looking goal. We felt very
comfortable and confident in the first half,
and then the second half was some of the
same, but not as consistent.
"We let the result slide away from us
through some poor decision-making on
our part and some switching-off, and
we're disappointed with the outcome ...
We've had too many of those this year and
we are going to do our best to make sure
we don't have another."
Against Boston College of the Atlantic
Coast Conference on Sunday, LU, as they
have so many times before, jumped out to
an early lead, de Grandhomme gave the

team a 1-0 lead with 8:30 gone in the first
half, but a Chapin Duke goal at 14:17, and
a Paige Norris goal at 30:45 made it 2-1
at the break. Virgynia Muma's insurance
tally at 6:34 into the second made it 3-1 in
favor of the Eagles, and that is where the
score would stay.
"Playing well for most of the game is
always a good thing. Our last two games
have set us up nicely for the rest of the
season in our NorPac schedule. We're
really excited, and we know we're going
to play well for the NorPac Tournament
and for all of our league games," Byers
said.
The team will play two more games this
week against NorPac opponents. Both
games are on the road — against Davidson
on Friday at 5 p.m. and Appalachian State
on Sunday at noon.
de Grandhomme leads the team in
goals, assists and points with numbers of
8-4-20 (goals-assists-points). Diaz is close
behind in goals with seven, on top of two
assists. With nine games played, Mitchell
has a .636 save percentage and 3.10 goals
against average (GAA).

No. 5 Stacey de Grandhomme fights for the ball against Temple No. 1 Amber Youtz.

tremendous tackling in defense. Scoring
13 tries overall (courtesy of Gabby
Contributor
Dixon, Emily Laura, Emma Thoden,
Tory Carpenter and Lauren Austin)
Both the men and women of the and six conversion kicks from Jessica
Martin in the 77-5 wirt. The team moved
Longwood Rugby teams traveled to
Richmond to take on the University of to 2-0 in conference play and 3-0 overall.
Richmond (UR) Spiders in conference
The men were slow to start, but adjusted
rugby games on Saturday.
well in a 31-0 win. Tries by Adam "Cub"
A lot of women got their first taste of Chamberlain (2), Joey "Oh I pulled a
rugby and performed well. Rookie Abby muscle" Burr (2) and Ben "baseball"
"Burns" Burnette earned herfirstwoman- Smith.
Superior conditioning, adapting to the
of-the-match honors with hustle and

JOHN GRAHAM
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narrow field and an aggressive style of
play were the key to the game. Man-ofthe-match was Charlie Hoever.
Hoever demonstrated awareness on
defense with some outstanding tackles,
running down kicks, quick throw-ins
and overall hustle. The "0" is the best part
of the 31-0 score. The men stand atop the
Cardinal Conference with a 2-0 mark.
The B-side completed the clean sweep
17-10. First try from Tyler Budd and
two tries from Mason Ramsey. Excellent
game management from Gavin

"I need another tattoo" Green.
This week, the rugby teams kick off
Oktoberfest with the 3rd annual "Friday
Night Black Out" game vs. VCU. The
game is at Lancer Park at 7 p.m. and
everyone is encouraged to wear black
in support of the team. Rugby continues
Saturday morning at 10 a.m. at the First
Avenue Field, where the women will
take onWilliam & Mary in a showdown
for the conference championship.

Men's Soccer Notebook: Lancers Fighting to Stay Afloat with Seven to Go
JOSEPH SCHUMACHER

Asst. Sports Editor

This past Saturday, the Longwood men's soccer team squared off
against George Washington University on the road in Washington,
D.C. The Lancers (3-7-1, 2-5-1 Big South) came away with a 3-1
victory. Jonathan Kukapa was vital to the win, having a part of
every goal the team scored and earning four points in the game, a
career-high for the sophomore player.
The teams were quite even all the way through the first half, with
each having six shots and two corner kicks. George Washington
slipped a goal past sophomore Lancer keeper Paul Hegedus in
the 29th minute of the game during a penalty kick, putting the
Colonials up 1-0. Just minutes later, the Lancers came back with

a goal of their own when Kukapa passed to sophomore Anthony
Ugorji who put the ball in the net to even up the score at one a
piece, and thaf s how the first half ended.
In the second half, however, the Lancers came out strong and 11
minutes into the half Kukapa scored the goal that put Longwood
ahead on a rebound after Senior Devin Pierce ripped a shot that
was blocked by the GW goalkeeper. Late in the half, Freshman
Zach Corcoran scored his first career goal giving the Lancers a nice
insurance goal should GW sneak another one past Hegedus.
In an interview with longwoodlancers.com, lOth-year head coach
Jon Atkinson said about his team, "Even after going down a goal in
the first half, I was happy with how the boys applied themselves,
and if it wasn't going to be our day, it wasn't going to be without
playing some good, attractive soccer. Goals are the lifeblood of the

game and we showed great character in the first half by coming
back, but then we manufactured some excellent chances in the
latter part of the second half. I'm glad for the squad, as they have
been working so hard and have been improving with every game."
The team also fell on a last-second goal to Campbell of the Big
South last Wednesday. In that game, senior back Mike Tegler
suffered a lower-body injury that caused the game to be stopped
for around half an hour, sources tell The Rotunda. Tegler was then
transported to the Medical College of Virginia (MCV) for surgery,
and it is believed that the senior's injury has ended his Longwood
career.
Tonight, the team takes on Big South opponent Radford University
at the Athletics Complex, before the side travels to George Mason
University of the Colonial Athletic Association on Saturday night.

2 Buffalo Chicken Rollettos with
Zesty Pizza Ranch Dip and a
Regular Fountain Beverage

for only $51
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Longwood Dining Services accepts Bonus Dollars, Lancer Ca$h, Cash, & Credit

